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Both the olden Anniversary Class of
1928 and the Silver Anniversary Class of
1953 at Murray State University will be
'honored with a luncheon and a reunion
on the campus on Saturday, April 29.
, • -- -
Recognition of the members of the •
classes is apart of.alumni activities on,
that. lige that *illialso inClude the.
annual - afttmni banquet and -
President's Reception. for recipients of -
-Alumni Association scholarships for
1978-79.
If he luncheon is scheduled to begin at
11:30 a. m. in Winslow Cafeteria, with
the reunions to follow from 2 to 4 p. m..





District Judge Sid Easley of Murray,
a 1962 Murray State graduate who is
now president-elect of the alumni
Association, will preside during- the 
luncheon program. He will be. installed
as the new president at the conclusion
of the banquet program that evening.
A highlight of the luncheon will be the
presentation ct Emeritus Club mem-
bershiP - Certificates to 50-year
graduates by State Sen.-Pat McCuiston
- -of-Pembroke, current president of the
association. The 1828 graduating class
was the Utifdan the school's history.
The luncheon program will also in
dude a welcome by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris;- university president, and
reflections and observations by J. Matt
Sparkman of Murray,* member of the
1928 'class. •
. -
Gov. Julian M. Carroll will- be  the
speaker „at, baaquet,_ whiclaiii
begin at 6 ;30 p.m. in the Student Center..
The President's Reception is also
scheduled in the Student center from 4
to 6 p. m.
Reservations are $4 each for the
reunion luncheon and $5 each for the
banquet. They should be made before
April 21.
Anyone wishing to. make a reser-
vation for the luncheon or banquet may
do so by sending name and address and
a check for the proper amount - made -
payable to Murray. State-Vniversify
Alumni Astoc-lition before the reser-
vation deadline to:
Mancil J. Vinson, Director of Alumni
Affairs, Sparks Hall, .Murray State.



















STUDY HAWAII - Cindy Colson's first grade students at Carter Elementary recently completed a study of Hawaii
with a luau. Tracy Schultz (top, left), wearing the lei she made during the study of Hawaii, found the typical Hawaiian
food delicious. The students also construCted model volcanoes and 'Made a picture dictionary. twain White (top,
right); dresteff in Hiwaian Tashion, fiiida "'taste" of everything at the luau. A pineapple plant was grown by the
students as part of the unit. A luau wouldn't be complete without a hula dance so the students periormed kir their
parents. Pictured, above are: (left, front) Melvina Urquhart, Julie Backer, Stephanie Barnett, Tracy Schultz, Brad Spann,
Michelle Rogers, Amy Callihan, twain White, Tammie Olive, Karen Rains (left, back) Todd Seament and Frankie
Blaustein. 
Photos bt Lave Peebles
Most Of Any Legislature In 7.0s
'78 Assembly Made Upliost Time
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, -Ky. (AP) - While
starting slowly, 'the 1978 General
Assembly made up for lost time by
passing the most bills of any legislature
of the 1970s.
During the last regular session of this
decade, the. General Assembly, which
concluded with a marathon session
March 18, passed 414 of the 1,141 bills
introduced, a 36.3 percent passage rate.
That- compared with only 372-blkt
passed by the 1976 Legislature. The
only other session of the five regular
sessions during the 1970s to pass more
than 400 bills was the 1974 Legislature
with 403.
And more of the bills became law as
Gov. Julian Carroll vetoed only five
bills and sections of two others. The 35.8
percent rate of introduced bills becom-
ing law topped the previous high of 34.6-
percent in 1972. . • _
Carrell vetoed only nine bills during
his two sessions as governor, compared
to 38 by.his predecessor Wendell Ford
and the _48 former Reputiican Gov.
411.0 •,41,
Louie Nunn vetoed during the1970 Senate committees were reported fa-
session alone. Carroll let nine other vorably to the floor.
bills become law without his signature.
and the 1,141 bill introductions was
the second lowest total of the decade,
exceeded only by the 1972 session when
only L048 were introduced. A total of
1,245 bills were introduced during the
1976 session.
Much of the increased passage tame
in the Senate,'where a record 167 bills
were passed, 23 more than the previous
session. The. House of Representatives
adopted 247 bills, 17 under its high of
_264 in 1974 but still 19 above 1976.
In addition, 214 resolutions were
introduced and 117 were adopted, in-
cluding 35 Atoint and concurrent
resolutions. They included House Joint
Resolution 20, rescinding Kentucky's
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment, which was vetoed by IA.
Gov, Thelma- Stovall while she was
acting governor. -
Critics of the legislative committee
system will be studying the figures
which show that 77.5 percent of the 795
House and Senate bills received by
One Section - 12 Pages
' _
A aerial,* nfl hlti1c -Crive-In-RoCk by' The Murray
Ledger & Times columnist Judy Maupin continues today
with a story about James Ford of Livingston County. See
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Joe Sills, director of the Murray High
Band, has been appointed as a board
member for the AmeriCan Youth
Symphony and Chrous Organizaitea
based in Chadron, Neb.
Sills has been director of the Murra)"
High School Band for six yearti. During
this time the Band has won oWer 100
first place and superior awards.
His band has also made appearances
•- al the 1974 and 1977 Orange Bowl
parades. the 1976 Six Flags Over Mid-
America, the 1975 and 1977 Walt Disne)
World and the 1977 Mid-West National
Band Clinic in Chicago.
Sills has been selected to "Who's Who
of Musicians of the World'
"Distinguished Bandmaster of
_America', as Well as many slaw and
regional honors and offices.,
"it is a distinct privilege to have V r
Os associated with us on this-a
thwhile project," James Paters-
Vice-president of American Yo.'
Symphony and Chorus Organizatl,
said." '
The American Youth Symphony an,.
Chorus and its related organization,
are dedicated. to the development
Ainericen youth and the furtherance ••,.
peace and understanding throughiiil
the world through music.
Founded in -1964 as a non profit
organization, the oYSC has recieved
praise from U. S. goveanunerikolliatals.
77141._ li4Tritaii(C. f03.3rAil.223'
comp shments in presenting an aul •
standing protrayal of ' America at •• A ' from the eonstractian
ecannaitteelkwaintmnkiletieri,of the
That topped 1976 by 5.3 percent and
- 1974. by more than 6 percent.
_ However, the House committees
were • more consistent, reporting
favorably only 57.5 percent of the 1,Z13
bills they received. That compares with
58.6 percent in 1976 and 57.7 percent in
1974.
"will be influenced by the degree to
----vettich the Soviet Unash shows restraint
--TheSbviets have proposed to forego
-producing their own neutron weapons
in return for a similar U.S. promise.
But the U.S. rejects this on grounds
that the Russians probably don't have
the capability to produce one in the first
place, and would have little use for it
anyway.
_ The neutron warhead is designed as a
deraSsive weapon against & Wassaw
Pact tank invasion of Western Europe,
U.-S:officials say. It is a nuclear device
that would kill tank crewszith severe
radiation but which w%ld have
relatively little blast and heat, and thus
be less damaging to nearby friendly
forces or to buildings.
However, opponents fear that its
lessened side effects Would make a
commander more likely to use it,
thereby increasing the risk of nuclear
war.
The weapon has provoked political
debate in Europe, and NATO govern-
ments were split on whether to allow
the United States to deploy it there.
According to one administr.ation
official, West Germany had agreed
The most active committee was the
State Government Committee,
traditionally the burying ground for
linlailPular legislation.- Tha.Senate--Slate---
Government Committee received 182
bills and reported 125 favorably, while
the House State Government Com-
mittee received 243 and reported 155
favorably.
--The next busiest' 'committee' as
Appropriations and Revenue, which
handled all bills costing tax money. The
IteSena.noteuliseommeot lieettreeceli5oved. 98 bills and
Only three bills, ail from the Senate
Education Committee, were reported
Without opinion and none were reported
- • -unfavorably. Such action requires a





Board is slated to meet Tuesday, April
11, 7:30 p. m., at Calloway County
cnirrthouse.
On the agenda for that meeting are:
-A personnel committee maim-
mendation for,t pool Tanager; ,
'7WPPIVaol' 'srUSsoe e ,
organizations have perfumed .ov. , 
Tarrnir"ifra or 's -oh igation;
fourty highly"h'ilCcehsful goods + ' University regarding use af leallfields
-Also, a request from Murray State
for intramural competition: .c.Oncert tours 'throughout West' ' __
countries and in the 'Orient With The Development Group, Inc.
Finally, a report on an agreementEurope, Russia, the Mediterr A nl.,
/1
• •




IS Back In Soviet's
Court With Decision
WASHINGTON (AP) -The Carter privately to allow the weapon inside its
administration believes it has put the borders if at least one other NATO
arms-control ball in the Soviet's court country would de the same.
with the president's decision to defer - But of the other two nations most.
prOduCtion of neutron weapons-while directly threatened by Soviet forces,
calling for military restraint by the the Dutch parliament rejected' it and
Russians. • the 11e_lgiaris.:Woidd have had to be_. The move-cauld-flugh-eut a saitious pushed to accept it, the official -said._proposal by Soviets to curb "We don't feel We are salesmen ftethis
deployment of their own SS-20 nuclear. weapon,' he said. "We aren't going to
missiles, to_cut dowa their estimated -- go around ranunizigthis down people's16,000 Warsaw Pact tanks or to make throats." - • - '
• •• some similar rrarde, Carter's SaY7 In Brussels Friday, • Joseph Luns,'
Or, as one administration official said secretary-general Of NATO, said the
privately,- "It expose their allies uriderstand Carter's decision but
duplicity," -are still corieerried about a Soviet
The Soviet- news agency - Pass- . military buildup,
reported .Carter's- decision Friday :Britain Publicly supported Carter's
without .comment:_NATO reaction decision and called for Soviet arms
ranged from support to tolerance. .In . reductions. West Germany took no firm .
Congress, Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., position in public .
criticized the president for being in-
decisive while ,Rep. John Conyers, 3rci Annual ---' Mich., -said Carter should  _h_gye,
sceapped the weapon completely. __
• 'Carter announced he would defer
production of the weapon while gping" Little
ahead with modernization of -the •-- , • •
• nuclear Lance missile, "filch has a _ • -range of 81 miles, and 8-inch nuclear
artillery to allow them to be adapted
• quickly to-neutron warheads if they are
produced in the future. 
'The ,third annual Kentucky Little
produce neutron warheads ult. tely
'i/7-7171.alisst LoPagfelvett --tAucrit*itoriumtielodnttithir MIT;
----He said the On whether
State University Campus with the pre-
______  activities being  sithefinieli 
throughout Saturday, May 20, 1978. The
pageant is being sponsored by the
Omicron Alpha Chapter of the Tau Phi
Lambda-Sorority of the Woodmen of the
World Society.
Mrs. Ann Spann, chairperson of the
pageant, announced today the an ex-
tension for apphcation submission has
been given to person interested in
entering the pageant. A few vacancies
are still available for additional ap-
plitants. The eirtension 'allows until




Contestants for the pageant are to be
five years of age and no more-than nine
years of age prior to June 24, 1978.
Person interested in -entering the
pageant should contact •Ms. Sp.inn 'by...
writing 1615 Loch Lomond, Murray, Ky.
42071 or call after 5:00 p.m. at (502)753-
3508.
The winner of this pageant will
represent the _Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky at the National Pageant in
Roanoke, Viriginia, in June of this year.
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority pays the
expenses for the Kentucky Little Miss




DM WITH •A 1101.1 - Five-year-old Amy Miller, daughter of Mr. and
, Mrs. r,a;ry'Miller, watches the Murray High baseball game Friday afternoon
,and gives some TLC to her doll and a frown to 4he camera. Her father it*.
rhaskelball and baseball coach at Muraay .
• 
- Staff Photo be Mite Ikandsa
1%612 MI MURRAY, BeatfltraHMES, Saturday, Apt I. 1971
0.•





DEAR ABBY: Since that song:Short People'cause-out,
shurt people have suffered a big put-down. I'm sending you
:•p letter You had in your column about 20 years ago I kept
it because' I happen tit be one.of the short people Please
run it again. It might help to improve our image. Thanks..
SHORTY g. getting started, but don't
at  SHORTSY . drive through, indifferent to the




occasional buiedspol-seliere's .:,or letter: • •• nos?• • (May 22 to June 21)—DEAR ABBY: . - It may be a crowded period
In answer to TOO TALL, women in the knowVS far. but you have the mental agility
small men. flat's whe. they wild siver •Iltrie-- Americus is cigar the way- Just do not
and fight over joekeys.-tha men faH apart earlier. 61"rtle rgWeelf or hum the
They get potbellies and chins and succumb te heart proverbial candle at both ends.
attacks is thekt west are still CANCER
- lining „strong. - . = . -eitine 22 to July 23)- 044---ma
The nest- thhe you wolis a dance, _native -that-the--bwit------ L")114P-arekt0friY for anstelle*-
. to prciblems in which you rimydancers on the floor, are the • small men.
have become involved. Don'tHalf the women married to tall, dark and handsome meta
would love to trade them for the tittle runt they wouldn't
_go out with. before they got married_ . _ - _ 
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE"
DEAtt ABBY: I 1--iTelTioniteinelier Who been
• reading your column for years. Often your thoughts are
—taken to-school with me and discussed with my high school
-Students. However, your endorsement of Edith Head's
asinine statement: "All women look alike in the bathtub,"
really hit-bottom! Anyone who actually believes that quote
______ must have lived ins segregated, monastic convent, all their
lives
Please ritract that grossIngsterpiece of misinfor.mailorit
THE EYEBALL FROM A LTADENA




DEAR ABBY: About 150 senior citizens live here in a
-- lovely place and we enjoy it. However, recently a problem
has arisen. A little old lady- has joined us, and niwatatter
what is said, she says, "Oh, my God!" make others happier. Intuition ones whose affections you
She saytit to express surpetse.disappointmetit. JOY and -should be strong now desire. Birthdate of: Charles.




  Frances [Wake  
FOR SUNDA Y, APRIL I, 1.1171
What kind of dip, will
tomorrow be? To Woe what
the stars sey, read fiellenewit
given for your birth Sign:
ARIES eye, Zr1
I Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
You can achieve much if you
go-about things in the right way
_- and with confidence There
now. Study propositions and the-
people behind them. Neither




, Sabezday, April 8
_CLirseash by Headstart
.Parents be-at/faith Point
.Chevrqn Station from eight
, 
a.  m:to-five p.m.
nor daily until you lose chances.
SAGITTARIUS
Noy..23 to ec. 211 4-kr
Whet You accomplish on this.
day will have a great bearing in
days to come. If you go along in
may be a hitch at times but, a steady, constructive way, you
generally, yeu can Meer things will accelerate routine and find
as you wish. . tasks simpler.
i Apr. 2.1 to May Jan 20 141 1k4(
TAURUS eeds-ssep • C.APRICQRN
A better day for your interests You try mew expect a
than you may realize. Waste no Wproach from
-herssrlileo• a real surprise.
Work consistently, on endeavors
which bring big dividends. tour
" prestige increases.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Impulsiveness must be
_ avoided now. Alsq,
- emotionalism and extremism.
In .routine matters, you should
do - well, especially if you
•-- Munn a flexible attitude.
=PISCES x
(Feb. 20 to Mar. IS)
Stellar influences mostly
shut your eyes to them. A bright beneficial, but some op-
outlook is yours for the seeing. .portunities tiVay be hidden, it
tillte-11-- little longer to-LEO •
(Job' 24 to Aug. 231 &Anew, th.sertain areas, but
With steady nerves and calm don't-twiny, Just keep trying.
thinking, you will automatically
follow, the sure path - if you YOU BORN TODAY are
have carefully , outlined endowed with unusual ver-
procedure, --Stitatilating satility, a lively imagination
period! and a great enthusiasm for life.
VIRGO ses - You are attracted to beith music
t Aug. 24 lb Sept. 231 ni) and the theater, but CO d also
It may be more difficult to - make an excelleht business
achieve-in little things now than leader. Yoo have a- good head
it was to attain on a large scale for finances and, even if you
_choose one of the arts or
Y corhposure, dignity and professions as a career, couldthe ...bathtub -if _tbest_are up to their meek& in . hot good tudgment . -snake a great deal of money atwater" -which is ,where I was after that . endorsement! LIBRA •• rev , it. You are inclined to be too
Sept. 24 to Oct. n) eka 40 "bossy" at times, however;•
Good stellar influences! Make , tend to "lay down the law" for
every moment a gem. Project everyone. Curb this trait since it
your pleating personality tb-Foulif Maki enemies of the very
- Litct.. 24 tia Nov...22 1 "& comedians-Mary- icor4ends
We don't want to hurt her feelings,-hart we would like to Concentrated effort will-help Jean-Paul Helmond°, screen
put a stop to her using that expression all the time, you hurdle almost any obstacle stars




DEAR L.O.L.: Tell her in a friendly-way that her
constant references to "God" are irreverent -unless she's -
praying. Then pray that she tales it ii the proper spirit
wad overcomes. the habit.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WHOMEVER THE SHOE
FITS": I doubt the sincerity of a man who constantly
refers to his "deep humility." for the moment he mentions
it, be negates it,. If a man has something tp be proud of, let
him be justly proud and accept his accolades with pride,
"Hrtaeality" in the face of ability is hypocrisy. -
De yea wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popelarity.-get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
Yoe're Never Too Young or' Too Old." Send SI with ',hang,
self-addressed, stamped 124 rental envelope to Abby, 132





With fries or baked potato •
and topping, and Stockade
Toast, salad, drink.
A complete meal, priced
like a snack!, -





' Saturday, April St
Wesley Student Fellowship
'IT Murray State will sponsor a
slave day. Call 753-3W' 1 for a
slave.
Virgin Chapter No." 55'0ES
will be host for, fall Western





Weekend Triple Neader .
JOIE DON SAKES EL IZNIK TN MARTIAm
ROSEMARY ikikKIPNY
Tar





Each Feature Shown Once Patel),
Your Individual
Horoscope




What kind of eLay will sAGM'AR1Us
tomorrow be? To find out whet IS to Dec. 21,
the stars say, read the foroesAit_
given to your. birth Sigm-
a,
ARM
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 er.c4
Put a bit more spark into-your
endeavors, thus to bring others'
attention to your efforts. Smart
ones- are doing it every day.
Your ingenuity at a peak now.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 211
Better-than-average in-
fluences but, in general, you
will fare better at routine ac-
tivities than in starting new
enterprises. Watch the budget.
GEMINI
(May 22 to Jutie 211 nafjP-
A fine Mfffiwy aspect now
atimsistell your imagination,
ingenuity and incentive. This is
the time to raadi for top goals.
CANCER •
(June 22 to July 23) 0 10
Certain matters in which you
are interested need an extra
push now. Get to them im-
mediately. And, in all, stress
forethought, accuracy, tact.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug 23)44a
Dynamic thought Ind action
should be yours this day.
However, some of your ideas
will be constructive, others not
*feasible Choose well.
VIRGO
(Aug 24 to Sept. 23) NPtil
Especially favored
advancement in electronics,
• ,researrli, writing, intellectual.
pursuits generally
LIBRA
(Sept -24 to Oct. 23 )41-r1
Some friction May be evident.
Be your practical self and
problems will not magnify; they
can always be simplified when
you put your mind to it.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22i Met"'
Astute judgment will be
required now; also self-
restraint under prawn. Be
tactful in speech,' easlibut in
finalizing agreements. awn.
tricky spots indicated. • .
egAt
be in the high school gym. 
930 a: m. . 
Hodges to members Lora . not packed down- - - - •
_.. ..-- s----  Wilkinson, .Ethel 
Walker,...Sh-dUnce ean ehunk-otyle
Council will host: a 
Ellis Center will be -open Elvie 
Carson, .Lavine Carter, . light tuna, drained
Salt and pepper to tasteCalloWay County 4-HFamily !Aram ten a. m. to three p . , .  .., o_ _ r o t h y Sobieski, Cecelia , 4;istaw7iel4ttalfilrir 
into 
athn.egrsoaudup:,
Awards Dinner at S:30 pm. at fix activities by the Senitar,-N"nan, F'dith 
McKint*--and-arr
Linda Kelly. . add celery and carrot; heat,the First United Methodist Citizens with devotion at 10:05
Church for all leaders, 4-H 
The next meeting will be •stirring--4 often, until mixture
members,and their families. 
a. m., demonstration by
members, of Murray State -
with-wILAuPcrYa• 
1A0 ladtethedicchapel
pepper and reheat. Makes 4
boils. Add tuna and salt and
Call the Extension office, 753- -... 
Home Economics Departknent
'Hostess. - Servings.- - --- - - _, ,at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch -or
cream of potato soup
- 2 cups rid&
on front lawn of high school Refreshments were served, Va cup minced celery
from nine a.m, to three ssi. DollY Lorenz and Helen ---Va-CuP finely grated
In case of rain, the sales' will 
meet at the Dexter Center at
of Murray Route Five will be
honored with an open house in
celebration of their 50th
• wedding anniversary . from
two to four p.m. at their home.
All relatives and friends are
inVited.
1452, for reservations..
 • eget _ a congregate meal. At-._
Joint recital by Joyce
twelve aunceeoonp, :mend. buil_
Pra
Sunday, April
Fiebelman, oboe, Fort Pierce,
two p.m.; and another by. Lisa-
.i.rhtlanguxr:YInuQ. unto- Club will.Fla., and Heather McClure,
soprano, Henderson, will be at 
meet at twelve noon at the
Hoagland. piano, Frankfort, , Broom and light bulb sale of
and Rebecca Ogles, clarinet, MurraY 'Lion's Club will
3430-34""p.m., -the' Old 
continue tonight; _
Recital Hall, Price Doyle fine Groups of Pirst Baptist
Arils' Center, Murray State. Church Women will meet 
me..it-i•ad.ttim _Floritudns, follows; with Mrs. Charles
Mercer at nine a. m.; Janelle
Doyle at Church parlor at 9:30
a.m.,; II. with Mrs. Bertie
Gingles at ten a.m.; HI with
Mrs. James Kee at two p. m.
Wednesday, April 12
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p.-nr-- - -. A_fine Jupiter aspect. hitt  
Wrang.krs Riding Club Will:
cautious not to overst Aide at one p:m. at the riding
legitimate bounds. There is a ita
temptation now to exaggerate, _ * '' Homemakers Clubs will
underestimate- go to me ex-. Sunday, April 9 --' ..... meet as follows: Pacers with-
CAPRICORN - - 
' Maxine Sc'let at 9:30 a. m.;treme or another. . Shower for Donald and
Nancy Lovett who lost-their South Pleasant Grove at 9:30
borne and contents by fire will a. ni. at Uncle Willie's Trading
the Fairgrounds from two 'to Harris- Grove at Ellis Center'
Post to go to Brandon Springs.;be held at the Jaycee Center at
...,.._,,. - at ten a. m:; .Pottertown atfour p.m,
Colonial House Smorgasbord`
at ten a. m.; New Concord and
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Atteatisallevie Fans —
We've Gets II Weekend of Winners! " 41.top .411 THE
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t Dec. 22 to Jan. 2Ch
Here is one of Allow,. choice
days where your personality,
ambitions and know-hoe, well-
harnessed, can help you achieve
top-flight 'records
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) !'t
• Don't let good chances pass
you by now: Emphasize your
talents and be optiniistic about
the day. It is brighter than you
Tuesday, April II .
Household shower for Mike
and-Brenclaf.-ollie Parker who
lost their home and contents
by tire will be held at the
Dexter Center from seven to
nine p.m., sponsored by
Dexter Homemakers. .All
relatives and friends are in-
vited.
Rau-nage sale, sponsored
by Kappa Omicron Phi home
economics fraternity at
Murray State, will be at the
American Legion Hall* from
8:30 a.m. to two p.m.
Jennings' Home Is . Of ifeettng
The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met Tuesday,
April 4, at seven p.m. at the





Murray Star Chapter No. The 
United Methodist
433 Order of the Easter u Star 
Women of Russell Chapel
will utehzt. at 7:30 p. m. et the 
,Church met at the chapel on
March 13 at 1:30 p.m.
, 
Edith McKinzie used the
Groups of the Christian topic 
of "Happiness Through
First Christian, Church will 
for the devotion and led
FAMILY SUPPER
Women's Fellowship of the--°d"
meet as follows: I with Mrs. 
the group in prayer.
The business was conducted '
,
Frank Holcomb at ten a. .
Tuna Chowder
and IV with Mrs. Greg McKee.
cussed'
bALDuomilbylylAwhenzld winithLtlitisUyMillWe Toasted Cheese Sandwcooichkies..
St 7:30 p. m. with 'program by dis 
m 
Tuha Chowder '  
school choirs will .sponsoi a Mrs__. Jim C‘linkenbeard. 
Lavine Carter opened the Fresh Fruit
TUNA 
ca-Cliei:DenEseRd
•• Bible study on chapters 1 andaf2_10,%.45
court square, and a yard sale 
meet at aia-aa-.-0:----ai at the assiined the •roading
Health Center. meeting.
Calloway County High
ake.sale in front of Graham 'MPS thai- -011 °I. 'the - bwartak"11 ;aelkri34"214r14"11 'andgood.
and Jackson on north side of chapters 3 and 4 for the next
Monday, April its
Russell's 'Chapel < United
'Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 1:301).
with Lucy Aldeidice as
may realize _ hostess.
A PISCES 
ka Xt -;"•-•(Feb. 20 to Mar' ---:torciette Erwin Unit of. In work. Piet% ilvatthrtatA--south Pleaeant -Grove Unitedyour attitude, approach and
Methodist Church will meet atcontinuity of action will be
importantlo the whole picture. seven --
Don't waste time on unworkable
projects.
YOU HORN 'TODAY are a
highly talented individual,
endowed with a great sense of
responsibility and courage that
is outstanding. You are ex-
tremely ambitious but, in the
pursuitof your goals, must curb
tendencies 'toward over-
aggressiveness and excessive
. volubility. You MUST train
fteir7----yourentr---to tilt-far beTori-
speaking and to be More
diplomatic when you DO speak.
Your impulses are
humanitarian and you're liable
to take on more than one
"cease" in your life - bac ne
sure that your zeal is not
misdirected. Here again, your
impubtveneis plays a strong
part. Fields In which you could
excel: literature, educatiOn,_
art, statesmanship and the law lb
Birthdate of. William Mediu .
Bet. crtUc. essayist; William -.
Booth, founder of the Salvation




Mattie Belle Hays Circle of
First United . Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven pl rri. at the church.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at 7 : 30 p. in.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive, at seven p. in.
. .
Piano Recital Kathryn
Crow, Kennett, Mo., will begin
at seven P. m. in the Old
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University. . •
Monday, Akiril 111
Pap Smear Clink-- for
women will be held at the
Calloway County Health
Center at . one p.m. Call 753-
3381 for an appointment. '
Baptist Voting Women of
Memorial Baptist.Charch wllJ
meet with Margaret Wilkins,
1703 Plainview, at 7 :00-p. m.
Murray Lions .Club Broom
and Light -Bulb Sale will be
JONES GIRL ,held in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Jones of isuesday, April il
Farmington Route One are the -Homemakers Clubs
parents of a baby girl, Tammy meet as follows: Paris
Ophelia, weighing seven with Barbara, White,
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah with
Mrs. Barbara Priddy, Ruth
Wilson at the church, and
Wesleyan at place to be an-
nounced, all at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at Triangle, Inn at 6:30 p. in.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women is
scheduled to meet at two p. in.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to rneetst seven p.
Congregate meal site for
senior citizens_ will?, he open
frown 30 a... in. to p. m..
and call 155-0929-by 11115 cm.
for transportation.
43awl,the for senior citizens





Clara Jean Paschall opened
her home on-March 21$ at seven
p.m. for the regular' monthly
meeting and Bible Study of the
Oak Grove Baptist Church
with eight members present.
Freda Humphreys openeb
with prayer. The president, -
Becky Mansfield, presided.
The program chairman,
pounds fourteen ounces.,--- Providence with Patsy Pit- Jane Morton gave the lesson,
measuring 20": inchet bGrn mum, and Coldwater with -Christ in You." Members
on Satheday, April 1, at 412 • :gra,,,,Novle Flow all at one formed a circle with held
p.m. at the Murray-Call "rn hands-in a ttme of sharing and
The father is self employed
as a fanner an&operattw of a
drrter
_Grandparents ' tire Mr arid
Mrs. Jewel Jones of K ksey,
9pheilri bicNee. of






• Tr""Krt."6".Circles of rst . Unite e e u y was ' on
'redhead Church Women will "Growing in Mercy and
Mat rallaWL Forgivnesa,1_,_
• Refreshments servedFrost in social hall, Alice
Waters with Mrs Otis Brooks,
and Bessie Tucker with Mrs.
Conrad Jones, all at 9:30 a. m.,
and Faith Doran at the church
at p. m.
by the hostess to 'Pauline
Story, Jane Mortal, Hilda.
Evitts, Sherry erirhall,
belpha Taylor, B Man-
sfield, and Freda Humphreys,
presiding. •
• Orpha Krewsun led the
opening prayer folkrived by
'the devotion by Mrs. Miller
with her thoughts centered
around "Prayer." Her
scripture was from John and
Acts.
The minutes and tncial
report were given the
secretary, Alma - McNeely.
Mrs. Miller led the closing
prayer and Pauline Wstinscott
led the group in a discussion of
the apostle, Thomas.
' Also jiresent was Willie
Garland. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Jennings.
COOKING
IS FUN







Our Nervous System—key To Health
Did you know that the main ;fore&  nervous system has-
to keep our bodies healthy and- fUnctioning- properly?
Sometimes, however, it isn't-allowed to do its job properly,
and .then le become susceptible to disease. Irritation' to a
nerve from misplaced spinet vertebrea or muscle spasm can
cause theorgan or system assoCiated with that nerve to
become weak and susceptible to invasion bacteria or viruses
which it would normally be capable of fighting off if it was
healthy. This is when we *et "sick" but actually, we have
been "sick" and will continue to be until the nerve irritation
is taken away or reduced. That is the job of the Chriropractic
Physician. He finds the source of the nervous irritation and
removes it, -thereby allowing the bodies' normal healing
capacity to function properly again. Listed below are just a










Workmen's compensation and mo4 major insurance com-
panies cover Chiropratic care.
Fern Terrace Gazette




We at Fern Terrace are enjoying this warm
weather and residents are outside more theri in
now. We are in the process of getting our porch
fixed up with new carpeting and lawn furniture
for all of us to enjoy.
We are also getting ready to have our election
to select five lathes and five gentlemen to be
contestents in our King and Queen Contest on
May 7th. This year it will not be called King and
Queen Contest but a "Keen Age Pageant". We
feel we have so many residents who are in "Keen
Age" we want to call it this this year. In the next
article I write I will be able to announce the corp.
testents.
We want to welcome to Fern Terrace, Mr. I,. D.
2 Cook, Mr. and'Mrs. fad Brownfield, Helen Godat
and Lattie Furgersori, Betty Proctor, Grace'
Wilcox and Mrs. Nomie Miller. Our family -keeps
increasing and we love theni all.
We want to express sympathy to the family of
Mr. Owen West Speedy Recovery to Mrs,
Deditha Hobson, Nancy Hicks aird Maggie Hicks
who a;e patients in the Murray Call pay..gielete. „
eterterease
We wa*-to welcome to -our Staff, Theresa
• Kimbro, diale Peeler and Carolyn McClure.
Tharewlf"ffirinFierfflt/RetvlIZe tiMre'see us as
we always love to see visitors and Mends. Come
° and see the' simian Arthur Jones and Dennis





































































































































































































1111 urban policy, says
President'Carter, is designed to
correct past federal errors in
dealing with the nation's cities.
But the $8.3 'billion proposal
for fiscal 1979, although it in-
cludes new spending of $2.7
billion, is for the most part a.
'collection of progr—afas
previously tired and often_
'found wanting, unique problems as well as
And the most signifitant- thOse woes common to all.
feature may be a requirement The President's objective to
that all agencies prepare an ur- make the cities "more at-
ban ,impact analysis of all con- tractive; places in which to live
.templated projects to _ avoid and work" acknowledges that
conflicts between a multiplicity first the cities must be isaved.
of state and federal activities. He has pledged federal lader-
- Paat efforts--telvvive urban shipl-batrtie balk of,the'efforA
centers have been canceled out must ciome from the Cities
inmany cases by federal themse Ves.
policies that encourage urban St•--
Aucli___Ais _mortgage. 1311
guarantees for suburban home
purchases and---freeway --con-
struction that made commuting
easi e_r, •
The Ptegidefirajob-creition
plans and tax and interest sub- -
sidies to create a- healthier
business climate cannot be NEW-YOHK (AP) - They're difficult , them too, which is a lot more than most
scorned: Neither can spending' tO teach; those enterprising people who - business schools, ha.ve been able to ac-
f create and manage businesses, compli,sh. In fact, many colleges don't--Mitiativea—or----urban - health--
clinicL_ for Ji reNbilitati - on, "450W.r3ing worries and often great risks even make the attempt.enelinnge.,for. selfezpression and While still a student at Massachusettsori—social Services. His profit. Institute of Technology, McCrea helpedinsistence that government They don't read very much, said found Tech Films Corp., one of the
purchasing be targeted into William McCrea, himself an en- • small, highly sophisticated companies
distressed areas and t'Preneur. They don't write much Route 128 outside Boston.----U0—
either. They're impatient. .They The young men understood theirminority-owned businesses has demand hard facts, and they're wary of technology, but little else: To survive,as its. goal relief for city those who provide them. they sought management information.budgets. 7- -- Bill McCrea teahes entrepreneurs, They didn't find it in schools; they got it












Echoes From.The Past By
6olumn of historical and genealogical
aneillotes. stories and flimilv notes. I r -
James Ford
_
- Cave-In-Rock continued, even after excellent way of Firotecting his own
-the departure of the Potts family, to interests. However, it is said that be
. operate as headquarters fqr many was very diligent in enforcing the laws
illegal activities. About 1790, it was as they applied to others.
- given the dubious distinction of being • Ford was a big than, standing over
the "first bank in Kentucky;"-- this six feet tall and weighing about 300
"bank" was actually a counterfeiting pounds. He was personable and well-
operation run by Philip Alston, and, liked, except by .these Who caused him .
enterprising frontiersman from South to lose his temparilvniCh was fierce. He
Carolina. He Conceived of a sdherne for had come from one of Kentucky's early
- producing coins by inizinglhe melted- first families. His mother had first
down gold from 'a statue he had stolen married William. Prince, of South
out of a Catholic church in Natchez with Carolina, a Revolutionary soldier who
other metals. • founded the settlement. of Prince's
It was shortly after this operation. Station, known tkclay as Princeton.
was shut down at Kentucky's second . After Prince died and_iiames Ford's
gociernor, James Gerard, appointed a mother remarried, the step-son decided
man nned James Ford as Ju,stice of to leave holile; tO A was _that he moved..  
the Peace for Livingston County. In to the- area of Cave-In-Rock about 1797
those days, this was a position of some and lived out his colorful life there..
  ilosPly -equivalent to today'A--- --Ford is- remembered- as being
sheriff. Ford Was a.ppeinted to marryLenerousipan to these Wpeect and very_
people, collett taxes, and enforce the good to his -family; he also believed in
law -- which he did, as it proved an education for women, an unusual trait
• for that period. About 1804, he became. 
county *surveyor and alseentered--inta
the ferry business-with other members
of his family. By some coincidencia„,
Ford planned the roads so that the
- majority of them led to Fotd's Ferry),
- and past the hiding places of a more-- -; 
sophisticated group of outlaws. These
men, at the instigation of Fdrd, dressed
as respectable farmers. They -would__
stop. frontiersmen on their way west
and offer to buy their cattle and other'. --- -
goods. Then, after obtaining the bill of -
ink,- these return
retrieve their . money -and ,
families from whom they had ho
• the goods. They were always acquitted-
by the Justice of the Peace, since there
were no witnesses,, and after all, they
did have the bill of sale. •
In the early 1820!s, James Ford
remarried. A widower by this time, hi'
was visited. b the Frazer, family wli(0,1-:
were on their way west. Ford had been
the one who had married them some
years earlier, so the couple and their 
three children de-Eided to pay -Fim a
visit. During this stay, Mr. Frazer
became mysteriously ill and
within -three days, leaving behind a-1
bereaved widow 'and three children. '
Elizabek, Frazer. in her distress,
turnerN the kind Mr. Ford, who of-, •
feredlp Marry ber.-This sad:,
to say, was not a happy one, because!i
the new Mrs. Ford soon began to
suspect her husband's activities, not to --
mention the ,untimely demise of her
first husband. ,
has released the docket for the April ,-Ford was also hiwing trouble with his'i





revitalization of the city cores
.will demand a local com-
mitment of talent, deter-
mination and private capital.
Under the Carter programs,
community organizations will
be involved in the renewal ef-
fort, insuring proper priorities
meeting the needs of the





'Murray LedKer & Times Edilor•
Herewith we submit affirmative
feedbrfcki to President Carter's
statement of recent date, pridritizing
the 'implementation of his order to
executive agencies requiring com-
munication in the prevailing spoken
and written tongue, i.e., plain English.
As hereinbefore noted, the rules,
Nor gulations, instructions and other
directives issued by aforesaid agencies
frequently employ syntax and
- -vocabulary exceeding the corn-
prehsnion index of the median •
recipieni. ,
Compliance with aforesaid executive
order would maximize the"aftainable
level of societal equanimity. Govern-
mental output of non-Iiitid corn-
munication, i. e., gobbledygook, now
exceed the tolerable input level of
visual and auditory systems.
Such imbalance in output and input
capacity impedes throughput,
restricting the parameters of in-
formational exchange in the public-
private milieu and arousing hositlity
and-9r distrust between citizen and his-
her government.
Or, as Mr. Carter says, the govern-
ment should start using plain English,
the same language as the people it's
supposed to serve. - -
We hope he has more luck in
Washington than - our Representative,
Kenny Imes, had in Frankfort.
Today In History
By Thy Associated Press' -
By The Associated Press Also in 1970, the U. S. Senate selected.
Today is Saturday, April 8, the 98th _president Nixon
There-are 267 days left in 
's nomination of -Judge
day of 1978. --G. Harold CarsWelI to the Supreme-
the year. Court. ...,..
On this date: Ten years ago: The U. S. Supreme
In 1939: King Zog of Albania fled as Court removed . the death penalty
'Italian troops invaded his country. provision from the Lindbergh kid-
In 1%1, the French voted in a napping law,
referendum to approve a peace set- Five years ago: India took over the
dement with nationalists in Algeria. administration of the Himilayari.
In 1970, an Israeli air attack at Bahr -inwardly of eikkirn.
el Bakr in Egypt killed 30 school . One year ago: West Germany ap-
children and injured 36 others. ' proved export licenses for con-
Bible Thought
 .011.11P11111MINIIMP
"Cause me to hear ihy lovingkind-
ness in the morning; for in Thee do
I trust.' Psalm
A good reason for having devotions
the morning is this prayer of the
Ps-almiss. Did you hear God today?
Let's Stay Well—
troversial nuclear equipment for Brazil
despite strong American opposition.
Today's birthdays: Prime Minister
Ian Smith of Rhodesia is 59 years old.
Opera tenor Franco Corelli is 55.
• Thought for today: An honest man is
the noblest work of God -Alexander
Pope, English poet, 1688-1744.
,Tach-Films-wasasaceess;
long since has become part of other
companies, a common fate of suc-
cessful high technology companies run
by people perhaps more eager to in-
novate than to menage.
Benefitting frorri- 'his experience,
McCrea constructed several business-
development programs for other mu
grads who founded high technology
firms. He was in fact becoming an
educational entrepreneur.
Born on an Ohio farm, he returned to
that state and headed The Ohl(
Entrepreneurship Office, designed bj
businessmen and funded by the state. It
taught Ohio colleges how to teach
aspiring business. people. -
McCrea was now fatally infea.ed: He
wanted to continue teaching people how
--to establish and run their own busi-
nesses; and he wanted to start and
run businesses. He .Chose the best of
both worlds. • •
McCrea now spends 70 percent of his
time running The Entrepreneurship
-Institute, the other 30 percent as head of
Phoenix International Corp.; which
• helps small American companies baild
businesses aihroad.
The institute, whieh McCrea founded
In Columbus two years ago as a non-
profit corporation, now has corporate
and individual members throughout the
United States•and•in 20 other cetmtries.
Based in Columbus, its whole fucus
in identifying business development
resources in communities throughout
the world by means of programs con-
Jucted with local businessmen and
sources of assistance.
He is in New- York to develoP a June
10-11 seminar for the Northeast.
No idle dreamers are wanted either
The two-day course, which cost $295
here but less in other cities, deals with
reality, and attendees are made to de-
, velop planning programs for their
-businesses.
Through the seminars - in Min-
neapolis Sept 72-23, Dallas -Nov. 3-4 .
and San Francisco Dec. 2-3 - McCrea
and his local contacts hope to provide
answers, and rnaybeeven the names of
_4141013-vrho can help.
By F.J.L Blasingame NI 1)
Tay - Sachs Disease
_
0: Ms. A- A., in her 20s
and hopeful of an early
marriage, writes that she
is Jewish and that a ease of
Tay-Sachs disease has oc-
curred in her family. She .
understands that it is an
Inherited condition and in-
quires if tests are available
so that she can see if a
danger exists of her pass-
ing the condition along to
...*,-..traiaglas Sag
„. • .0..affaprOvhen she later
- -A: Tay-Melia disease is a
tragic combination of
blindness . and idiocy Tor
which no treatmedt is
efet,tive.. Development
may be essentially normal
for six-anonths and then
- deterioration _Sits- in.
Death often follows in
three or four years.
Prevention is available
through studies that can
indicate to prospective
parents whether • the
genetic defect,. which per-
mits the disease, is present
• -in thethr The tent is doneln
certain -laboratories on a
specimen of blood, and the
cost is not excessive You-
can locate an appropriate
Abor.a4QL.Y.12.Y-11-5king-Y-
the gene, you may be able
to have normal children
provided your future hus-
band, when tested, is found
to be free, of the gene.
When-both parents have
the gene, about 75 percent
of their children will be
free of Tay-Sachs disease
and the remainder would
by chance develop it.
Theeefore, . in such preg-
nancies, it would he desir-
The genetic defect which
allows -Tay-Sachs disease
is far more common
aboiat 100 times) among
Jews thaain other gawps-
Approximately one in 25
Jews carries the damaging
tif4lauaireicAincl.te...have
a e •alr es e o
see if the fetus has Tay-
Savhs disease. If so a
therapeutT aortton'
should be considtirod be-
cause of the, probably dis-
tressing situation that w1,11
follow the .birth. At least




-Army Specialist Five limes L. Sills,
• son of Mr. and. Mrs. Lloyd Sills,
- received the Air Medal Merit on March-
-15 in Vietnam. -
Deaths reported include George
Edmen Barrett, -age 66, and Mrs.
Emma Mae Littlejohn, age 56.
Joseph Brunk of Murray Higji
School Was the -winner DAR-
American History contest conducted by
the Captain Wendell Our,y Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution at the Calloway PAthlic
Libra tele . Patricia_ Clark, University
SchooN -Was second, and Mark
20-Years-A-go
Two teen age boys from Evansville,
Ind., who left Cook's Cabins on Ken-
although-it—tuelty-take-en--Apr41-V-withent -pciying 
their bill were arrested in Evansville,
:Ind., yesterday.
L. D. Miller, Jr., exeuctiye secretary
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
attended the meeting of the' Kentucky
Chamber -of Commerce held at
Three large Elm trees on the Turner
)t at North Fourth and Walnut Streets
,ere but by the Adurray Electric
available to theM
Such a tesi of the anlin
otic fluid is more expea
sive and usually costs se.
eral hundreds of dollar,
However, the information
furnishedliy the test ma'
be vitally important to the
• I 'suggest that you and
yopr -future husband talk
-this matter of the Ilent:
ftrerTit 14‘.,
. ver wi your p
ciao. You 'nay' or may not
have the problem. If.pu
—wino l'ietld ritadanN
to determine how you
might have normal fam-
ily and avoid having a




IstaParscnhea11 0, Lynn Grove,won suwpeasrithior 
ratings
third.
Wanda McNabb, David Bowker,
'"'Susan ance, Jan Cooper, and Linda
n 1 ,0 ts,
in the Rsgional Music Festival held at
Murray .State University. They are
-from- --Murray -High -- School, -Joan
Bowker, director. The four large choral
groups also received superior ratings.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stewart of
310 North Sixth 'Street, Murray,
celebrated their 68th wedding an-
niversary on April 1. They attended
church services at' the First Baptist
Church on Sunday.
30 Years Ago
John Morris Houston, age 27, wa
killed instantly by a falling tree at 3:30
p. m. yesterday on a farm near Tren-
ton. He and his father, Buford Houston,
and another man, were clearning
ground when the accident happened.
Zetta,_Ana Yates of Murray High,
Dorothy Ann Ferries of Hazel High, and
Betty- - Yancey, Oanne Smith,
Jacqueline Sharbrough, Mary Anne
Grant, and Julia Fuqua . of Murray
Training are attending the Kentucky
High School Speech Festival in
Lexington.
-Circuit Court. ClerklYswey Ragsdale
_ .
40. Years. Ago
A severe and killing frost on the night
of-April 2 followed a sudden April cold
spell in which snow flurries fell and did
considerable damage to the fruit trees,
especially peaches in Calloway County,
according to County" Agent J. T.
Cochran.
Deaths reported this week— include
lloyd Geurin, age 49, the- Rev. N. S.
Castleberry, age 84, W. T. Wilford, age
66, Thomas Clay Carson, age 93, and
Mrs. J. R. Davidson, age 63.
Sheriff Ira Fox and his deptuies have
destroyed three illicit moonshine stills
since April 2. No arrests were made at
any of the stills located in the Newburg
and Snipe Creek areas of Calloway
County.
Hiram Tucker, Hulette Clark, and
Burton Young were appointed this week
as members of the Calloway Count,
Purgation and Registration Board.
Dr. J. A. Outland, head of the
Calloway County Health Department,
said a TB Cli,ic will be held the latter
Dart of April in the Health Offices in the
50 Years Ago
Nathan B. Stubblefield, age 65, one of
the scientific pioneers in transmission"
of. sound through space without the use-
of wires, and credited officially with ,
being the inventor of the wireless
at‘...,heinsUhotn)m" 
home here
published in 1902, re died
tTeleohaylor nebo in „The Worlds Science and
In




The Debating Team of Kirksey High
School composed of Ray Stark, Sadie '
molY Bagwell, and Frieda Stark, won b
onancenorts Heels/nil over the Hazel
•crtheaktanni mnpseivilpf. litioark/Vo
System yesterday.
Miss Sue Caroline Richardson,
daughter ol-147-.- a/IT -Mrs. M. G.
Richardson, and Gene Bogard, son, of
Mr. 'and Mrs. Onrnon Bogard, were
married April 5 at the home of the
bride's parents. • , "
The Murray Training School Colts
beat Snuth lifiirshall in a baseball '
game. Stoney Henson and Jerry '
Wallace combined for a hitless game
for-the Colts.
Anna Lou Steely, Billy Guy Hurt,
Norma Jean Parks, Joan Faker, Jo
-Eva Weatherford, Edrick Owen, Billy
Max Erwin, Imogene _Farris, Joe Pat_
Elkins, and Joe Davenport are mem-
bers of the cast of the play, "Raggedy .
Nan" to be-R-esented on April 10 by the
Hazel High School Junior Class with
Geraldine Myers as the sponsor.
Men's 8 Ounce Overalls, high or low'
back, sizes 30 to 42, are advertised. .a-
$2.49 a pair-by Draper & Darwin-Store
on East Main Street this week._ 7
courthouse at Murray.
Sue Wright, Ralph B. Crouch-,
Presten Cotham, Evelyn Lockhart,
Ruth v -Cole, Earl Scherfflus, Coela
Broach, Bonnie Lee Williams, Ruth
Agnes Carter, Alvis E. Jones, and Edith
Cochrum are members of the .cast of
the play, "Mama's Baby Boy," to be
presented on April 8 by the Junior class
Lynn Grove High School.
Dr. Herbert Drennon, head of the
Department of English and Foreign
Languages, Murray State College, will
speak at the 13th amnia] meeting of the
West Kentucky District Funeral
Directors Association on April 12 at
Paducah. Ronald W. Churchill.
Murray, is secretary, and W. B.
Gilbert. Murray. is a Imernber of the
Board of Directors.
Fresh ground coffee, two pounds, is
advertised at 25 cents in the ad for 'P. W.
Fain, West side of Court Square.
Jeanette McDonald and Nelson Eddy
in "The Girl of the Golden Set" is
showing at the Capitol- Theatre.
Mable F. Glasgow, public health
nurse for Calloway County, reported a
Rita! of 148 cases visited during the.
month 'of March.
Charles Clark, M. L. yhitnell, .1 D.
McLeod, W. S. Miller, Lock Hargrove.
and Mrs. W. H. Mason, all of Calloway
(hunty, attended the First District
Republican Convention held at Prin-
ceton.
Mrs, Elaine Mitchell, Mrs. Roy
Farmer, and Mrs. Lowry Rains gave
the program on "Costume Designing"
at the meeting of the Delta Department
or the Murray Woman's Club held at the
SW-- Pf BALM AA
..'lie himself, thanks to his position and
the wealth he had accumulated,.
managed to keep , the _aspect of
resoectablitY, his-boys were constantly
In trouble. The oldest, Philip, was fOund
one day, droomedin three feet of water
with his horse standing patiently
nearby; this was a man who was an
excellent horseman and swimmer. He
was buried next to his wife, who had
(lied some years earlier in childbirth, at
the age of 12.
Less than, a year later, another of
Ford's sons, ..1Milliam was shot while
robbing a man who objected to this. As
his sons became more notorious, James
Ford's curtain of respectability became
more transparent. Finally, some of his
own men, along witty neighboring
settlers decided that something had to
be done. He was invited to dinner one
night, and while reading a letter, was
shot in the heart, through a crack in the
cabin wtali.
For many years, it was tolcl,how Ford ,
-landed in Hell head first." It seems'.
that during his funeral a tremendous
thunderstorm blew up. As his coffin
was being lowered into the grave by two
slaves, a terrifying 'peal of -thunder:I
accompanied by a bolt of lightning, 41
caused one of the slaves to drop his end
of the coffin. lt.e coffin landed the
open grave head first, wedging itself in
the mud so that it was impossible to
right. So James Ford was buried as he
landed, headed down. 1
His death didn't immediately end the
nefarious activities of Cave-In-Reek; :I
although it certainly hailed the
beginning of the end. The Cave-In-Rock 1
gang formed, for a short time, a Mystic
Clan, which attempted to instigate a
Black uprising in the south, with the
aim of profiteering. Counterfeiting was
also gain attempted for a short time.
But in 1834, the last member of the gang .
was executed, which ended the blood ;
reign of the cave and as occupants..
• 
:
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imePli Miller on March 29 at the
Kirksey auditorium The Kirksey team
noir ellgThre for the state 'cofiTeat at'
the University of Kentucky. Lexington,
the week*
-The Calloway 'Jersey Cattle Club will
Edward Bradley, son of Mr. and Mrs: •
C H. Bradley, has been elected
pgesidont of the senior- else& at Emory .•
University.
An Easter sunrise service will be held
on the front steps of Wells Hall, Murray
tme • State Teachers college, on Easter




ril 9 at the courthouse, ac- , ‘i matelot .
Carding to County Agent. P. H. Wilson.
• -
t
Sam Harris edso in-
--Louou Pni1P01---43---1!--trlductior zw-ber has beerrin-
graduate of - Murray': State- -husinest ht. :Murray *and .
Calloway ro. for, the past 30 -
years. Mr. Harris.' business
background includes the
grocery and water business.
Mr. Harris' knowledge of real
estate and farm property'
enhanced by having developed
And sold his own property. He-cotie 1U -144W -resides it Rt.' 4: Murray with-
Pleasant -Gran entnnnottY.... wife Judy and son Billy Ray.
•.L'irith husband, Lawrence, who
 -erriployel:H3r Land-Between—Mike- -Harrter;-a- native-of-
: the Lakes. They have one son, San . Jose, Calif. graduated
an engineering student
the University of Kentucky.
_ :,pavid McGinnis is a graduate
CaLloway Co. High and
llturray State University with
7.-4111. S. degree in sociology and
_business management.
Mr. McGinnis' background
includes sales...and service as
Mutray Business News Briefs
A 13-state chain of homeiand
auto stores which began with a
small store in Okmulgee,
Oklahoma, is celebrating its
60th anniversary this year.
OTASCO now has more than-
650 company-owned and
associate stores in 13 funbeit
states. The chain has truly
grown•from a single store into
major status in American
retailing with gross saies last
_ *ear totaling Dore than gittv 
moon.
The company has a 500,000.
  Ziltfill";ILP4_*_0_11.$1.,!_ost and stilks_lallipciate. Marie •trocks are shovin WeICOrnitiethe newfoot' wirehaiisi.. aiid 
asagclates to the Ndson Shroat to.-fro ribt, Dave McGinnis, Woe Harnai, Lou office cartiplex bertirsa
-7:- 
"fir
• .Little Rock, Atlanta, 'and--;•
• Nelson Shroat is pleased to
announce that Lou Ann
Philpot, Dave McGinnis. Sam
Harris and Mike Harnir have
joined his firm as sales
associates
union representative in public
safety with • TVA. Mr.
McGinnis resides at Rt. 1,.
Murray, with wife. Sheila and
children Cayce and Zachary.
University whose backgrotuid
Includes teaching in secon-
dary schools and specialty
advertising sales. Mrs.
Philpot, a member of the
'....Creative Arts, Murray
.Wornens Club. •Chapter
and the Murray Cotintry
from Murray SlajelJniversity
in 1976 with a degree in
business management. Mr. Cagle,Business Systems of
Ha'rner brings a varied
Paducah, and Murray has




Harnar resides at Kt. 3,
Murray.
Nelson Shroat owner of the
company said -One of the
goals of .my company was to
build -0 sales force which
would serve -the people- -of




these 4, very outstanchng
people that goal has ,been
realir:ed.
of its Murray store.
perience iuffe thaehines, •
specializes in machine repair.,
and has been associated with
Cagles about six months. .
Every working day, y .ti. Also new' to the Murray
100 million checks, or- • -bookkeeper. ,, secretary , and
about 5 boob checks ,. 
and repairs'
....., Mark Hurter service, sales.,..
.1111 4\! per year: The number of
eUcks written rises stated - 'Guthrie that the store
-
about seven-per cent per is presently being redesigned
year.
hv Bill Boyd
Americans write about store are- Debbie Cagle,
People use checks because they're convenient •
_ and safe. IJ you don't have one, it's time you


















so as to provide more space
for a larger_ inventory7-7'llis
will allety,...us to better serve
the. business public." he said.
As well as. service, on the
machines they • sell. ,Cagles
Murray store is the new dealer
in this area for -the 'Hone°
Vickers four color copier. -
Meridian, Mississippi.





Florida, and Sotith Carolina.
'"We're very excited to be
celebrating our 60th an-
iiiversairy," said Edgar
Sandften; OTASCO chatrman
and chief executive officer.
• "We feel the success of our
business has always been
firmly based in the policy set
by our -founders, policy of.
otierhig valueSit fair
store in Nashville, Tenn,. He
was joined there by a third
brother, Sam, who -also had
come to America to be with*
brothers.
Sam Sanditen nfoyeA
Tulsa in 1916 taking a job as a
helper in a tire store. His
glowing accounts of op-
portunities in Oklahoma soon
persuaded Maurice and
Herman to join him,
• .
In February ef. 1918, the
Jikr.gc. brothers form-ed a
partnership  and opened -the
-SappbtStore inOltitungee ins-a
TulirOk ahorna-TW- and
OTASCO was one of the first
retail employers in the nation
to set up an employee profit
sharing plan. In fact as early
as 1923 when the chain 'Was
only five years old, the owners
set • up a program for em-
ployees to share in the profits.
A true innovation in retail
merchandising at the time,
employee benefits have .since






began in 1918 wjth_ operating a grocery small brick building with a In - 1960 another major. ex-"OTASCO
-Ratan* .for_the. _chain_. • ' gas pump o,n the side,
The business propsered to place when OTASCO merged
raidly a second store-Was-----with the 'McCrory _ Cor-
opened in Henryetta just three • poration. 1982,--- McCrory
• txnight ibe F.con - y --MK°- -:YeltrSAUer.
'. chain. based- In Atlanta;
 AdaltiOnat=zatbres soort=;-7Goorgia,- artir-Aue
Opened in Tulsa, Shawnee, and Operation over to OTASCO.
Fort Smith, Ark. , ' . ." OTASC0_,.plans to. pen, 40 -
Froth 1921 to uma wilit-o: 4be- , More-outlets in 1978. , ---
.natioA economy -ri...,„. ... Top executives at OTASCO:`--
ttustindirbovit_ wolitsastersidepreSs4raitime__chairman_andlions,l-the- today include Edgar Sanditen, _




ministrative officer; Elyits rapid- growth. Playing a
Sanditen,- chairman,large part in this success was
executive committee; and A.--,--_.1,he creation in 1935 of. a,.., ,
A. McNatt, president. 'z aystem of *independently.
stofrneesdwhif real? cghreis:toasostotoociiii t-ofi
OTASCO storesgerto eat istheSrver
ili48stlieka8cross-a-ften•-st- ate Weathericird anrct the assistant -
manger Is Rilf-UriiTe"fs.-- -
, .•.,
a small store in Okmulgee
when three brothers pooled
their entire savings of $2,000 to
open a store named Oklahoma
Tirrand
However, the OTASCO story
• actually began in 1906 when
Herman and Mauric% San-
diten,. two young Lithuanian
farm boys, arrived in the U. S.
with $5 in their pockets.
'.111-- --exchange for ..their
_ pastarge;  the bnys spent two
Year; working in a general
So. t! or_10




The new Tafi of Cagle Business Services, Murray Store, are, left to right, tarry Guthrie,
mgr.; Debbie Cagle, secretary•booik keeper. and Mark Hurter, servieeman, and sales.
Several .Calloway County
residents have recently
passed the test fin' salesman"
license given-by the Kentucky -
Real. Estate-Cornrnission, :=.
.,We are piensed to‘ VtitItotatC. e that
Betty Lee BiAtion—
•
. Jack' lIekiberg •—
are now associate4 with us as 
-Registered Representatives
- • 
First Of Michigan-- --
CorporAtion, 
Members New-York SIkE *change, Inc
Locai.....residents . earning • • - ---Wipdmen Bldg. - Murry,lBts
• (502) 7S3-9476
according to the state board,
are: .OLTROIT C;KK cpscsCu ItA CRUE K PIRKINL:MAM
__44hetkaei D Hirttar, samuet -MUM) c-itArvn MAACK. CROSS  I'LLLYTe KALAMAZOO
•KtfilopM) AOCIMSTIM ' Si 10.4114 ,ounavuo' TROY
KIM'S ON 14 Ann, • 'Ft. Harris, Janies A. Herndon,
Sindin R. Jobs, Amoti br."I'' -
McCarty, Jr, David E.
McGinnis, William C Nall, III
and Lou Ann Philpot.
What's the news behind the news
in Kentucky business? -
Attuxray Ledger & Times will tell you, in
7crbrond new weekly feature
Kentucky Business Scene
, --
Every Friday KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE will bring
you a, knowledgeable view of what's hafraiing, in business
and finance in the Commonwealth, -Written by the, staff of -























In#torance Agency  
-.linty Thurman — Van Haverstock
• Agents ól The Murray Insurance Agency: Left -
to right, Bob Billington, Owen Billington, Dan
. Shipley, Tom Scruggs and Guy Billington.
We the agents of The Murrayltisurance. Ageney wish to
thank nu our customers for _the continued patronage of.
the RfAit,_3-4.4eats. Wejook _forward to, • • •
Puny more to come. -
Murray insurance Agency
Bel Air Center 13-4151








































MASON AG SERVICE was- oat of tliikhositalor-the Amer for over IWO hundred
meiriWs, teacfiers, and guests of the Calloway County Adult414 Young Eirrne;
Classes held at the Seven Seas Restaurant on April 3. Pictured left to right are Dan Hut-
son II, president, Bobby Boggess, Roszella Williams, Betty Kell, Joe McCormick, and -
Charlie wYttit ill of the Hutson Ag Service; Railfo-ad Avenue,-which has been cohost
for the annual farmer dinner since 1960. Teacher of the adult farmer classes now is
Johnnie Stockdale.
a)
EWS POPCORN 'COMPANY was one of the hosts for the dinner for over two hun-
dred members, teachers, and guests of the Calloway County Adult and Young Farmer
Classes held at the Sews,* Seas Restaurant on April 3. Janses Lawson, COordinator of the
Murray Vocational School, left, is pictured with, left to right Betty Nanny, Herman --
Kelley Ellis, and Jamie Trevathan, all of the Ellis Popcorn tompany. The Ellis Popcorn
-Company, located on Wiswell Road, has been cohost for the annual farmer dinner sin
ct.1960.JcilsomieStockdaie is teacher of the classes.
Were dedicated to Your health!
Feel free to ask us "smything . . .
we'll be happy to. help you how-
ever we can. We put our years of
experience to serving you better.
104 N. 5th St. -753-8302
The board of directors of
Begley Drug Company has
declared a regular cash
quarterly dividenJ of 13 cent
per share on the outstanamg
chiiimon stock of the Cor-
poration. ••
Morris Bilbrey of First of
Michigah Corp., Woodmen
Bldg., Murray; a member
firm of the New York Stock
Exchange, .announces that
Betty Boston and Jack Udd-
, berg have joined, the firm as
Registered RePresentatives.
Mrs. Boston holds a
. Bachelor of Arts degree in
Economics c. from the
University of Michigan, where
"Wlibil -eve- you the hest-
__ bank „service?" Ws
With  ...that statement Mr.
William M. Boyd„ President,
:of the Peoples -Sank ilf-
traduced a .new advertising
-- and marketing campaign for
the bank.
in - announcing
theme, yr. I3oyd indicated
this simply means a positive
attitude to the financial needs
of the community. "When
someone comes to - us for
service - checking or savings
accounts, loan or credit ser-
vices or whatever the need; -
'We're going to continue tii-dO
. The board also declared the
•semi-annual cash-7
. dividend of three percent op
the outstanding preferred
stock of the corporation.-Mth
dividends are payable May 15,
1978 to stockholders of record
April 20, 1978. .
The company has its central
offices and distribution center
in Richomnd. It now operates
44 retail drug outlets in
Kentucky and 50 Big "B" One
Hour Cleaners in six states. It
is a publicly held company ,









James A. ife-ifidon -Hayden RicicMan
her oourse work included
Securities Analysis.
, Since coming to Murray five
years ago'-'-Mrs. Boston has
been actiVe in the First United
Methodist Church; the United
Methodist Women, where she
served as a arete-chaliinan;
the Murray Woman's Club,
where she is Chairman. of the
Home Dep.; and the American
Association of.. University
Women.
Mrs. Boston lives at 305 N.
7th St. with her husband, Fil,
who is pester of Shiloh and
Manley's Chapel United
Methodist Churches and Oak
Hill Union Church, all near
Paris, Tenn. Their three
children are Bill, a student at
the University of Kentucky,
and Beth and Brent, Students
at Murray High.
everything possible to say,_
'We Will' as willingness is a
people kind of thing" Mr.
Boyd msnarkett- - •
"The entire staff has
reaffirmed the pledge of-
custoiner servicton which our_
I. was built. It's not a
Ws. _a_vhorus,"ilm
-c•on-tklued.
"This positive theme Is
more than just advertising. It
is our way of doing beginess
and we look forward to ser-
ving Murray and the
surrounding trade area with
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associated with Walston Id Co.,
Inc. and Cowen di Co. in
Chicago prior to coming ,to
111urtily two years ago. Mr.
Uddberg did his un-
dergraduate work in
Economics at - Miami
University at Oxford, Ohio,
and his graduate work in
Finance at. American
University, Washington, D. C.
Mr. Uddberg lives at 507
Lynnwood, Murray, with his
wife, Arm and 3 month old
daughter, Ellen, Mrs. Udd-
berg owns and manages The
Panhandler in the Dixieland
Center in Murray and also
writes the Cooking Corntr...
Xxolumn which appears in the
'Ledger & Times.
Johnny- and Hayden Richman axe pleased to announce the formal opening of The
Tux Shop today. They invite you to come in and view the many displays featuring
-tuxedos, wedding _cakes from Sammons'. Bakery and wedding gowns from the
ON SCRIPT°
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Taylor Hurls i igers
6.117
To Win Over Mayfield
Brad Tayfor did some
cooking Friday afternoon. ,
The Murray High junior
• righthander used low heat and
simmered down Mayfield on
• one hit over five innings 9f
relief work in throwing the
Tigers to a 6-5 win in the
season 'opener played at
Holland Stadium.
Taylor came into the contest
in a tough predicament.. the
bases' were loaded in the
Mayfield half of the third and
nobody was out. The SC:ore at
the time was 5-3 and the genie
was dragging like a worn. out
eight-track tape.
Taylor proceeded to fan Geg
o
Puckett then got Jeff Jackson
strikel'Atifttrer- 4:11-eg
. Hawkins hOunced Mr-Abort to
mid the inning and with the
superb pitching of Taylor, the.
Tigers managed to_get Out of
the frame without being
' scored upon.
Junior righthander Alan
By TOMBHILITINGEN majors, be began content- Masters winner, shot a 73 for Gibbs startettriarthrsiunmd
AssociaterTINvesiktter - *bog adjustments in his to. , and ran into control trouble as
jAUtitib A. Gs. (APT- Lee' game to meet the- need fOrwäTt2T,1J- the way --he walked seven batters in two
'--Trevino , and Rod Funseth. • high, hooking shots at coniplete innings. . Gibbs,- player in the top 12 unaer age
both complaining about aches Augusta. 30. Irwin, Thompson, Green, usually a -hard, thrower and a.
and Pains' shared the halfway,. Fariseth• 
who also was tied 
strikeout artist, just couldn't - Inman and Armstrong are in
lead in & Masters golf tour- foe the lead at the halfway their 30s. Littler, January, get his fa...Abell over the
 plate.
riarnent that is beginning to -point last year but shot Barber and Palmer are all in He walked the- • firs
t four
resemble the Old Folks himself out of contention with their late os. batters up in the second to spot
4-...-suunda of 73 and 14. said_ he _-ma a41yputs them lc Mayfield 
to a 1-0 lead then
Trevino. _ who_ has to do had been considering_a dif- -_aenior -citizen . status but, ,after 
Hawkins hit into a
stretching --eiereices for an ferent line of work. • fielder's 
choice to force Mark
. considering the number of
hour every morning to loosen -There aren't too - manY young players who kee 
Buck at the plate, Richardp... •
his back, carded a 69 Friday, players my age 145) out here 10: g — and winning on - Riley 
doubled for two runs and
while Funseth.- just about any more," he saidx "Each the gruelling tour, the fact Kent Williams 
followed with a
ready to give up the denian- year it gets tougher and that half 'the to 
two-run double for a 5-0 lead.
ding tour, amid a U. tougher; and it's not as much 
p 12 at the
midway point are 38 and over 
Murray tied the game ip
That gave 4km:1i-5-under-par fan. You've got a little 'ache i a little unusual. their 
half of the second as 6-8
s ,
139s and a 1-strotre lead go''''tiere, a ffttle actie there.41-• 
.w.e..tstopt an g. h I ha n der .,. I) a v ti
into today's third rouad of the • Dile shot back at 140 were continued to mon huuf 
theh—Youngblood a 1 so had
• •:matsvidis Irwin  E..  Defending. • - hit 16 greens 
putting and the Slow greens. problems getting the ba
ll over
42nd Masters at the Augusta Gene Littler, who had a 66,
.21ationalcrsif 
('1'h_ "I hate those exercinea.---hencion Tom Watson 68), took 35 putts again, just like
hate 'ern," said Trevino. "But Hubert Green (69f-- and yesterday," Weiskopf
I'd -love to win c this fourth Leettard• Thompson (69) were complained. -My putting 4s
major ( he affeady-has wonthe at 141. . not very sharp.
.U.S. and British opens and the The group at 142 included . But the greens have been
EtA, which, along with the Arnold Palmer 1691, Don----slow and slower. I hope were
Masters. comprise- the Big . January VO), Miller Barber not working on slowest. Some
Four of golf )." (67.1. Joe Inman 1731 and. are faster than others. It's just
This is the same 'Trevino Wally Armstrong 701. hard to get a feeling on them."
who, after shooting an 80 here First-round leader John Nicklaus said he could never
In 1969, vowed he arm again _Achiee get tno-rge„4ow.- th_greens
would play in the Masters
because the course wasn't
isWited to his. game. He
boycotted the tournament
eral times over the years.
igst after winning the PGA in,
*4. and needing the
Masters - to become the fifth
golfer to vrin all four of the
money..
'Reason No,. -1 wh
we should do
_ your taxes."
- Henry W Block
. We am income tax speciahsts.
We .ask the right questions.
SWdig for every honest de-
duction and credit. Vie want
to leave no stone unturned to
make sure you pay die
est legitimate ies.
putting him at 143 with four- "because there was a variety
time Masters runner-up Tom of paces. I just don't putt well
Weiskopf and Jerry Pate, who on slow greens."
each shot 71. "But I'm only six shots
PGA champion Lanny behind, and that's not much."
-Wadkins (70) and Gary Player Palmer was only mildly
(72) headed a Wenn at 144- bothered by missing six
Jack Niel:tans, a five-time makeable putts.
UPS 11111111-Jonior riglaisessisr Wad Taylor osimata;4001---.
Roo &IBM Wigs of relief mod 'sin tho win for the 11gers:lo
fibs 6-S victory fiver MarfioW Friday.





Atlanta Ruthven 7-13 )
Houston ( Andujar 11-81 at
Cincinnati (Noripan 14-13
Montreal ( May 16-141 at New
York ( tspinosa 10-13)
Chicago ( Fryman 5-5 ) at
Pittsburgh ( Blyleven 14-12)
Sall Diego (Shirley 12-18) at
San Francisco ( Barr 12-161 •
St. Louis ( Rasmussen 11-17
at Philadelphia ( Christenson 19-
6), in)
Sunday's Genies
St. Louis at Philadelphia
Chicago-at Pittsburgh
Montreal at New York, 2
1.os Angeles at Atlanta
Houston at Cincinnati




Dia' I o 1.000 - .
MU* 1 0 -1.00
-Cleo 0 0 .000. 1•2
NY 0 0 .000 1•7
Bost 0 1 OA 1
Batt 0 I AK_ 1
Toro 0 1
West-
Ca I I 0 1.080 —
Chi 1 0 1,000 -
Seat 2 1 117 -
" M 1 2 .3* 1
KC 0 0 .010
Tex 0 0 .000 _ 41
Oskl 0 1 .000 1
Friday's Genies
Dettoiajoronto 2
• M ilwIstskee 11 , Ba Itimore 3
rhieago 6, Boston 5
,ssLo„tis 6,
Only games schedrded _ _
Sunday's Games














SLoii - 1 0
Phil--.• -0 I















the *plate. But when he did get
It over, It was hit.
The last of the second
opened with David' Stripling
singling then catcher John
Denham belted a double to put
runners on second and third,
Second baseman Mickey
Spann made it a 5-2 game by
tripling inn -'the •gap Th-
rightceqer than two con-
secutive Tw.alks loaded the
bases.
Bob Thurman hit a sacrifice
fly to center then after Taylor
walked to fill, the sacks and
Gibbs inn, DaiI Cherry
singled for two runs to tie the
game at 5-5.
When Taylor shut down the
side after. corning in with -the
.sacka fnil -art_ nobody -out-in
the third, it was quite evident
Mayfield was going to have
problems with the bat.
And they did.
Taylor hurled near-perfect
ball for five complete innings.
He gave up only a blow single















Pittsburgh 1, Chicago 0
New York 3, Montreal 1
San Diego3, San Francisco 2
Los Angeles 13, Atlanta 4
Cincinnati 5, Houston 4
St. Louis 5, Philadelphia 1
Saturday's Games
picking up 10 stiike.outs.
Murray scored the winning -
run in the fourth when Taylor
walked, stole secondwand
scored when Dean Cherry
plugged, the gap in leftcenter
for a double. Cherry had three
RBI's in the contest.
-The Tigers had two„cioubles,
two triples and two stolen
bases in the game.
Mayfield falls to 241 with the
loss while the 1-0 Tigers will
play at Reidland Thursday
and -.host a powerful Hen-
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Denhasn-e  1, 1.
Bruce Taylarch  1
Sparta-BO 3 1 -1
Told' ,11 • 5,
WAWA as ma • sae
moner. ag AI -044
NUMBER ONE -Rognor Fail, only a freshmen, is pimping the
nuabor Ogle lapin for M3U tfils season. Felix is bows in action
hero Way la o Rota In Bowling Green.
mon moo. s1 Kiwi Podia )
Racer Teinis Team Geas
Win Over Western-5-4
• The closet-4k better. ____ _ _
'I"- Angeles f3°hrt- 20?-"t-- That's not a shaving commercial but instead, It descnbes
the Murray State tennis team.
For the second consecutive match, the Racers came away
with a 5-4 win as they took an OVC match at Western Ken-
tucky Friday. The victory gives the Racers an impressive 12-
4 record.
•'Last year, we lost the close ones and this year, :ve're win-
ning them. And that's the difference in our season," MSU
coach Bennie Purcell said.
-Murray State lost the first three doubles matches. At one,
Ragnar Felix fell 3-6 and 4-6 to Hassan Ozdemir; Jan
Soegaard lost 1-6 and 1-6 at two to Bjorn Ronnerman ; and at
three, Chris Leonard fell 6-7 and 5-7 to P.R. Alemparte.
The Racers won the next three singles matches. Roger Ber-
thiaurne won 6-0, 6-1 at four over_Mark Niahols, Jeff Leeper
won four and two at five over J.M. Fones and at six, Tom Lie
defeated Len Stone 6-1 and 6-0.
In the doubles play, the Racers lost four and three at one as
Felix-Lie were defeated by Ozdernir and Alemparte.
Soegaard-Berthivarne won 6-4, 6-2 at two over Honnerman-
Nichols while at three, Leonard-Leener won 6-1, 6-2 over
F°ne5-Stc.ne.'Any im  "  you go on the road and win,it's a good victory," • .
Purcell
'Western e said.Kentueky is a much better teem' than what
everyone gives then credit for being. They've lost some
close matches. And our match with Austin Peay today should
be the same type of match.. another close one," Purcell said.
"The OVC is really balanced this year," Purcell said.
It's the first time in quite a few years the Racers have won
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_ Put a Land Bank loan to work on your farm
A long-term Iiind Bank loan maybe the best
help ycx.A.c. .in hire. It can be used in many •,
ways to me your farming -operation more
efficient and more productive. Stop in
Let's talk -about our loans., and your plans
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Racer Track Team Gets
Third At Bowling Green
The Murray State track team came out third in , a
- quadrangular meet held in Bowling Green Friday.
Western Kentucky took first place with 71 points while Mid-
dle Tennessee was second with 49, Murray third with 31 and
. Austin Peay fourth with 79.
The Racers had three firat places tithe meet. -
In the 1,500 meters, Murray took the top two spots its Pat
Chimes won in 3:48.35 While teammate Martyn Brewer was
second in 3:48.43. •
In the 800-meter run, Dave Warren-took first in 1:52.69
-while teammate Mitch Johnston was third in 1:54.19.
The other first place came by Brewer in the 5,000 meters
, with 814:24 While Richard Charleston placed fourth in 1445.
Murray earned four places in field events'. -
Axel Leitmayr was second in the high jump wfth 6-8; Andy
Vince was second in the discus with a new personal best of
147-61/2; Stan Simmons was third in the shot with a 52-6; and
- John Holloway was fourth in the javelin with a 157-1. Charlie
Youngren, a transfer from -Louisville, participated Inat-
tached and threw the javelin 203-7.
_¶ie only other_event in which the Racers placed was the
• ,3rter relei. -Where -- tOoillifrd-111 443.- -
-  "We're not really down :We try-to-peak-atacertaln tinie7-07
. the year and we still think we have a shot at the OVC tham-
pionthip," said MSU coach Bill Cornell.
"When youhavetight
going tote split up," Cornell added.
MiirraY was hurt by the fact Jerry Odlin was sick and
- unable to run while Dave Rafferty was sick and did run,
thoughnot up to par.




Scrimmage Today For PASU
Day numr Fix of spring fc4ibalrpracffee at MurrayState
University was trimmed by 20 Minutes Friday.
"We decided to give our players a little more time off and
let them get their legs back a little. We feel the players might




RACERS IN FRONT- tAartyn Brewer has the lead while Ron Becht of Westentiseocend and Pat
Chimes of the Racers third in the 1,00 meters. In the background is Richard Charlatan of MSU.
Chimes came on to win the event while Brewer was second.
----1Leete ------••••moomr. • .,
1 I
Lakers Lose 8-7 Game
With Marshall Co
The Calloway County
Lakers led,for the entire genie'
but on one play, lost an 8-7
contest to.: Marshall County
- Friday- in a game played at
Calvert City.
- Calloway_ led 74 going into
•• the last half of the sixth inning
when two singles and a walk
loaded the bases for the
Marshals. Marshall County
pitcher Jeff Copeland hit a
ball to second and on the play,
the ball was thrown away and
two runs scored.
After a strikeout, there was
a wild Pitch and somehow;two
—fans•eretibed• the -pig*. -The
next two batters. were *Faired
but in the top of the seventh,
the takecS failed teaCbie and
---ltere pfted
Marshall County took, a 1-0
• lead in the last of the first as
Copeland drove in a run With a
fielder% choice groundout but,
the Lakers tied the game with
--a--run 4w-the-seeond as-Ftieky
Garland reached on a two-
base error, stole third and
UP AND OVER - Axel leitmayr of the MSU track team goes up sad tries to make It ever the
bar. leitmayr cleared 6-8 and finished second in the event.
Phases If Bill Peak)
Padres Past Old Team
. "We also worked-on our kicking game. We're now going to By KEN Rii;PIRWIT
„ accelerate practice into more group work. We'll have more AP Sports Writer-
_ grouprmore team and less inciividaul work," Gottfried said.. The San Francisco Giants
Gottfried also said .he's planning to try sophomore tailback - were sorry after letting
• Danny Lee Johnson at fullback- Johnson, quite impressive Gmlord Perry go to the
last year in several games, is up to 205 pounds. American League. They may
The Racers will have two individual periods this morning be sorrier, however, now that
before holding a scrimmage. Film will be taken of the scrim- he's back in the National.
mage. • perry, once traded to the





We'll know if we can advance or have to stay withwhat we're nowforgotten Sudden Sam'".
doing fin- now. It's going to be a very-important day for us. McDowell back in 1971, has
"Defensively, we're a little stronger and we're - getting returned to his original base in
good play. I'd have to say I'm-quite pleased with our defen- the National League, 112
sive people. Offensively We're still bogging down a little. victories, seven seasons and
"Sometimes after a fumble, you'll continue to /hake three tearna later.
mistakes and we're trying to work on turning it around in a A Cy Young Award winner
• plby or two after a fumble.
• _ _., with the Indians and the ace of
'the Texas Rangers staff,
"We've very pleased with our wide reciever play. We have --Perry now is a member of the
five or six people who have been Iltibig quite well. And the San Diego Padres, who
people we've moved in receiver positions; Doug Sheltbn and 
• coincidentally are in the sarne
Austin Perine, are both showing signs of becoming good, West Division as the Giants.
receivers," Gottfried added. . And Friday Right, the ,tall
The Racer coaching staff has been getting quite a few right-hander had a
Coaches in for practice sessions. Three high school coaches homecoming party of sorts at
from Ohio and one from Indiana are in town this weekend. ----Candlestick- Park, helping his
The coaching staff also announced it will present three new team beat his old team 3-
trophies at the halftime of the May 4 spring game.
Trophies Mlle presented for the most improved offensive - Perry was not involved in
player, the most improved defensive player an the Myp,in the deciston, but he did show
spring practice. his Onetime team some of the
This Is Your -Invitation To Hear
Gospel Meetings
April 9-14, 1978
Sunday: Classes 10 a.m. - Worship 141 a.m.
Services-Sunday Night Thre *
Frid Ni ht At 7:10
Old flame with eight Strikeouts
that -moved hun jnto a tie for
third place on baseball's all-
time strikeout list. He tied Jim
Bunning with his 2,855th
strikeout an,d now trails only
Bob Gibson and. Walter
. Johnson on the career list.
_...FIsewhere in the National
-League; the Los Angeles
Dodgers routed the Atlanta
Braves 13-4,: the Cincinnati
Reds edged , the Houston
Astros 5-4 the Pittsburgh
Pirates blanked the Chicago
Cubs - 1-0, the St. Louis Car-
dinals ..turned back the
Philadelphia Phillies 5-1 and
the New York Mets beat the
Montreal Expos 3-1. \
' • - _Dodgers L.a, waves 4
Dave Lopes- and Rick
Monday each hit three-run
homers alid knocked in four
rims apieee to lead Los
Angeles over Atlanta,. Lopes
homered in the third to wipe
out a 3-0 Braves' lead built on
a solo blast by Rowland Office
and a two-run shot by Dale
Murphy off Los Angeles
starter bon Sutton. Monday's
three-run shot -capped the
Dodger scoring in the ninth.
Reds 5, Astros 4
• George Forster slammed a
three-run homer and Bill
Bonham won his Cincinnati
debut as the Reds defeated
Houston.- Foster, whose 52
home runs last year were the
most in the National League_..:
since 1949, lifted the Reds
from a 4-2 deficit with his first
of the season, an opposite-field
shot to right in the fifth off'
' losing pitcher Joe Niekro.
Pirates 1, Cubs 0
John Candelaria pitched a
seven-hitter and Willie
Stargell drove in a sixth-
inning run to lead Pittsburgh
over Chicago. Candelaria,
who last season became the
Pirates' first 20-game winner
since 1960, allowed only orfe
runner beyond second base.
Cardinals 5, Phillies 1
, Ken Reitz hit a home run
and Jerry Morales made his
debut with St. Loins with three,
hits as the Cardinals beat
Philadelphia. ' The Cardinals
battered Steve. Carlton, last
year's NI, Cy Young Award
winner, for 10, hits and four





Meta 3? Expos I
Consecutive doubles
Wilke , Montanez ird Ken
Henderson keyed a two-run.
5 Miles East of Murray on Old Pottortown Itoml,Nory. 150' rally in,the second inning and




-bray -rue allowed by the Met
left-hander was a sixthinning liarmar-
home run by Montreal catcher
Gary Carter. Dove Warren Wins
.To Our Customers:
scored eon a wild pitch.
The Lakers made it a 4-1
lead hi the top of the third as
Keith Edwards singled then
James Bynum and Danny
Rogers drew passes to fill the
bases. Kenneth McCuiston
, walked to force in a run, Tim
,MCAlister grounded out to
score a run and the third tely
crossed on a mild pitch. -
Marshall County scored two
in the fourth to Cut the Laker
lead to 4-3 as a bases-loaded
groundout and A. sacrifice fly
drove in the runs.
Calloway came back with
two in their half of the fifth to
go,up 6-3 as Rogers struck out






• the-seccugi round co-leader,_
today fired a 1-under-par 71 to
retain a 2-stroke lead with a5-
under 211 in the third round of
the $35,000 Taiwan Open at
Tamsui near Taipei.
Fellow Taiwanese Hsieh
Yung-Yo and second-day co-
leafier -Kuo Chiithier
-tied at 3-under 213. Hsieh- had
a sizzling 4-under 68 and Kuo a
1-over 73.
Hsieh split the day's best
score cash money prize of 0500 McCalim-rf,.
by the catcher, McCuiston
doubled _then MeAiister
walked to load the bases
Garland was hit by a pitch to
score a run while Kelly White
grounded out to drive in the
second run .
Marshall County scored in
the fifth as Darrell VanMeter
hit a solo homerun (xi the first
pitch thrown by Danny
Rogers. That made it a 6-4 .
game but the Lakers got the
run back in the top of the sixth
as James Bynum reached on
an error, went to third on a
single by McCuiston and
scored-when a pickuff throw
by the catcher sailed into
leftfield.
„ _ the _
first four inning.% anel, wept, out
with two men on base in the
fifth. He was charged with
three runs. Danny Rogers
gave up „three runs in his one
complete inning of work then
• Kelly-White- 'etCme in 
up
-
a  two mins and-was charged'
with the loss.
--Both• the -Lakers--and- -the- -
Marshals are 14 on the
season. -
Calloway will play at Fulton




:fttkum-es. 2 2 0
RAster:ntbe. ... „ 'I -1
McAlister-lb 3 0 0
Garland-3b 3.3•  1




with Japan's Seiji r E b iha ra . IC. Rogers-p , 0 0
-Hsieh had one bogey and five caliTootls
- Marshall
28 7 4
013 021 0 7-4-3
100 214 a 844
We would like-to éxpréss appreciation to our
- customers—especially Murray State Univer-
,_sity, Tappan, Ryan Milk and other industrial con-
sumers—as well as all our commercial and
reskikintiai-eustomersi lOr your efforts in helping
-'us to conserve electric power during the recent
• energy crisis.
We fell the situation is somewhat relieved with '-
the end of the strike by the United Mine Workers
we must stress that a need for conservation
still remains. -
Again, we thank you, our customers, for your
voluntary sacrifices in helping the Murray Elec-
tric System meet this crisis.
, Members Of The





Dr. O. C. Lowry, council representative
Nat Ryan Hughes, attorney and secretary
and
Bill Barker, IPS suporlittendent
I.
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Out d oo
LAM is tridititet to the hunters fishermen and ethers who ape" ult._ 7
Or* ord Sower &mow. addiviiiiity
A lull limit of slab crappies were boated Wednesday.
April 5 by Ricky Crouch of Murray. Rick is a consistant
fisherman and usually brings in a cooler full. This lead
was caught from Barkley Lake.
Photo Count...v. klorrat• Batt Co
Donnie Boyd (left) and Buddy Boyd (right were not
April tooled last Saturday during their crappie fishing
trip. The pair brough4-1;48 slab crappies from Barkley
Lake. Late week reports indicate that a fair amount of
crappie are being caught on Kentucky Lake.
Photo couriesv Murray !ail Co
Hooks Wheel
, Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires L 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Villseeliow; Tires.
408 N. 4th-- hi ?1 le'ck son Perches' 753-6779
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
Wig. 641 South 75379131'
Your U-Haul Headquarters
• 
The Deck Siam Nem
A sort while ago, one of the
leading newspapers here in
the East ran a generous ar-
ticle ...on the sports pages
71e1,14.ng all about 'how Jack
• Nicklaus arid Torn Weiskopf
have become avid sheep
hunters, with Weiskopf
needing a Dail 'Do a grand
-slam. Great! This from 'a
arispaper rite renowned for
championing the side. at the
litinter - -
A few days later, another
-:prernieent Eastern newspaper
•
inunition, qua have -enabled pzexirnately 12,100. Today,
more game populations to thanks to sportsmen who paid
reach all-tiine highs:And for restoration of habitat,
while those dollars are stocking and biological
rescuing game habitat from research, there are at West
irretrievable loss, they are 500,000 in the western- states.
providing the necessary .en- As recently as • 1952, wild
vironment for countless non- turkey . numbered about
game species to be enjoyed by 97,000; and today, thankS-to
non-'hunters, as well. The two enlightened management,
go together.... giere ire more than 1,250,000
taken on  a natigeal ir30 states Elk tell a similar
average, 77 percent of the story. Today, there are more
state Fish, Game and Wildlife than 1,000,000 elk, up from
Agencies' budgets are paltrier 41.0e9 in 1907. -No endangeredmuadly.lank...the_ first ta-VASiL- layraaneficierrepeetsmen; with- specie* has_.0010brOubto
for daritight print such b •Sff. afinbal—contribiitien in that- condition- by sport hun-
- On a high horse of indignation, excess of $220 naillien.. ting.
• the second paper-blastednot Everyone benefits from this, Dry numbers, maybe, but
only the first paper but took on as it's nigh impossible to • they spell a success that
the entire idea of hunting and manage fish and game reaches many other.species as
_out, every._ old. satirilationswithout-perida* well. 'And-most of it financed
. eVeTibeard ithOld unfr habitat(hr. ono-game species -ay hunters' money. That's
•. contests, -depletion of - species,- -• as. well. ' worth thinking about when
manhood deficiency com- • The resuir W_ell.as_faras an.11.intentioned people
...pensation and on and en. game-is considered, let's look declare against hunting. In the
. Now, this is not an attitude at the facts of what hunters path of today's expanding
confined to the East. Anti- hake- accomplished -with their civilization, America's
hunting distortions appear in fees. Whitetail deer now wildlife and habitat need
the most unlikely spots, and number about 12,000,000 up. management. If the money
we want-4o take the-time -to froth -an estimated 5011,000'-in .cairt Crime froin-SPOrtsmen,
reiterate the. facts. Please use 1900. About 45 years ago, the
m • where 164---,,when you - -Et popiFation of
__need them, but let's stand-up-- pronghorn-- antelope was ap-
- and be counted. The- good •, • .
----history is all ours.
First of all, far from being a
declining pursuit, hunting is
enjoyed by an enormous
number of Americans. From
the recently 'released U. S
Study of iltutitng and Fishing,
we find that 20,591.000 males
over the age of nine par-
berpate - hunting. That's
slightly. better than one of
every five from the age of nine
on up. They annually spend,.
• incidentally. about 5.8 billidn
dollare for hunting activities.
But, and importantly,,
their tax dollars,- spent for _
licenses and excise- fees Oh
sporting arms' and' •ain
I just checked .the water
temperature on Lake Barkley-
and found it to be 61 degrees
on the surface and 60 degrees
down to 25 feet. This explains
why the bass AndVtappie are
very shallow now. The water
color is varying due to the
streams that feed into so,-
many of the bays. In any case,
.as long as the temperature is
rising the fish should remain
shallow when feeding.
I fished last week with Al,
Chuck, Larry, Alan and David
Crowell from Waukegan, Ill.
We started out trying to
Crappie fish and caught e few
before the wind reached gale
force bringing things to a
screechtng half on Crappie.
We then cast for Bass the











that a California district at-
torney has cried fowl play and
has filed 32 lawsuits against
down clothing manufacturers-,
charging them with false
advertising about the .actual
amount of down in their
product*. • Federal law
requires' that anything ad-
vertised .as a down-filled
garineut In(staitssat least 80
percent down and rai More an -industry epidemic, el.
than 'ie' percent feathers, of - consumer fraud."
a tech no more than one
percent can be chicken
feathers. But when the
California State Bureau of
Home Furnishings -tested 195
name-brand down jackets, it
found the average down
content in American and
Canadian brands was 49
percent, with some falling as
loss as 30 percent. The D.A.
called the results evidence Of
k Season TURN Anna/
Mani* Seasons?
By: JOHN WILSON
What hunting season opens
first in Kentucky?
If your answer was squirrel
Aug. 19) you're wrong.
There's-a season .atout to open
in April.
We're talking about the fii_Viilable from all county
short season on wild turkeys:- court clerks and wherever
one which is over-looked by _ licenses are -sold in open
most the Commonwealth's counties and counties,
hunters but on which could surrounding open odes. The
become increasingly CM- list gives the name and phone
-portant in the fqture• number of conservation of-
Right now, the status of the ficers (CO) in open counties.
wild turkey in Kentucky is just After either the CO or the
about identical to that of the check station operator checks
white-tailed deer shortly after the turkey, he will affix a free
World War H very low tag to the bird.
populations in just -a few— Next year, turkg.L.1311,44scattered portions of the state. will resemble deer hunting _
-Modern wild,hfe management- even more. A turkey-peiiiiit
have- reatorea-the—(44:60}--will---be-required-in'
deer-to nurnbers'grester than- addition to a hunting licenie,
in even Daniel Boone's time, with the revenue from these
and now wildlife biologist are perrnits helping to finance
turning the same kind of turkey restoration efforts.
scientific attention toward the
wild turkey, 
But because turkeys have
.more exacting habitat
tequirementg-thandee there
probably will never be
anywhere near as many
turkeys as there are deer in
Kentucky. But we do have
suitable habitat for wild
turkeys in several portions of
the Commonwealth habitatwill those well-intentioned _ which is currently
people-make up the •dif- 
-empty."
f erence? 
. , By stocking wild turkeys in
these areas, biologists hope to
re-establish this bird over
much of its original range in
the state.
As these efforts succeed,
more and more .hunting op-
portunities will become
available and more and more
hunters will start taking
advantage of these 
.
op-
portunities, As in other game
mangement programs, the
ultimate goal will be an op-
timurn sustained yeild - a
hunter harvest large enough
to utilize the resource without
_being so large that it causes a
decrease in. -the overall
_population:
What that optimum harvest
level is for the wild turkey
won't be .knovm for several
years, but biologists are
planning to keep a close check
on the numbers taken. All• 
hunters who get their gobblers
this season must have the bird







baits and spinner baits aroUnd.
tree 'tops, stumps, bat docks
and ark' thing else we could
find submerged.
The high pressure system
really affected the fish but we
were able to land .12 Large
Mouth Bass that couldn't
resist. I must say that I really
enjoyed fishing with these
folks and look ',forward to.
another trip with them.
The Caswell boys range in
age from 14 to 7 but you would
think they were much older
They all used open faced
spinning gear and really know
how to cast. It makes my job a
lot more enjoyable to point outa good area for a Bass to be
and then have then cast into
and around it thoroughly.





2112 COldwater Rd. , Murray, Ky
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486





Da store tor .-e
deterrnmation than you would.
expect from young men that.
age.
Our largest Bass was 31/2
pounds and since the state Size
limit is now 12-inches, the rest
a our Bass were in the 1 t  to
2,a pound class.
The water color on Ky. Lake
is much clearer than Barkley
and probably accounts for the
diffaxence in temperature.
Ky-. Lake is 54 degrees to 58
degrees in the bays but there
are some • good fish being
taken in shallow water. I
talked with J. W. Wilkam at
Kenlake Marina and he
reported Crappie being caught
from 2 to 6 feet deep in tree
tops and brush piles.
Bass are also moving in the
shallow's feeding on crawfish,
Bluegill and Shad.
They might even hit a worm
ifyou want to try jigging.
It looks as if the lake will
continue lo rise slowly
keeping our fingers crossed)
and we will have a super good
spring run.
Visit your tackle shops and
docks to see some ci7 the new
lures on the market that really
catch fish. If you have any
rebel lure to break because of
a defect send it to me and I'll
try to get a replacement for
you
Happy Fishing!
resembling the deer check
station system that has been
in effect 'for the past two
years, will give biologists a
-quick and accurate count of
turkey harvests.
A list of check stations is
This year's season. is as
follows: April 22 through April
30 in Jackson Qwsley, Bath,
Rockcastle, Lee, Rowan, Pike
(except Breaks Interstate
Park), Letcher (except Pine
Mountain Wildlife
. SPRING CITY, Tenn. - The
National Bass Association will
move deep into the Southeast
for its third tournament of the
year - the Tennessee
National -at Watts Bar Lake
April 16-21.
The $62,500 tournament will
offer a guaranteed purse of
$26,500, two -.new Hurst bass
boats and payoff through 21st
place. A field of more than 100
anglers is expected, including
Hee Haw personality Junior
Samples, pr-efessionals
Harvey Mastin, from Smyrna.._
Tenn., and possibly BED Dance _
from Memphis.
Tom Mann of Mann Bait
Company and Eufaula, Ala.,
won the NBA's last. Jour-
nament on Lake Seminole
with a total three-day catch of
57 pounds, 3 ounces. Mann
may be in the-Tennessee/lied.
-Prectice will be Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday with the
tournament beginning
Management Area) and
Menifee County north of U. S. •
60.
That portion of Bulter
County east of the Green
River Parkway will be open
from April 22-26. A I2-day
season a Land Between the
Lakes will run from April 12-23
and nine consecutive days of
hunting will begin April 22 on
the Pioneer Weapons area in
Bath and Menifee counties.
Hunters are limited to pne
turkey gobbler with visible
beard per year. Breech-
loading or muzzle-loading
shotguns (from 10 to 20 gauge)
nd rifles of aryt caliber may
:be used-to take turkeys, as
,many archery equipment .




only on the Pioneer weapons
area, and handguns are
prohibited (except for muzzle-
loading pistols carthe- pioneer
weapons areay:wflunters at
Land Between the Lakes
should check there for special
regulations applying to that
area only.
Wednesday and running
through to the final weigh-in
on Friday.
A press conference will be
held Saturday, April 15, at-the
Newport Resort on Highway
27, tournament headquarters,
beginning at 4 o'clock. The
media are invited.
. Not -only will anglers be. . _
shooting for the tournment
prizes, but for points ac-
cumulated toward
qualification 'for the NBA's
Bassman Gold Medalist '
Tournament to be held Nov. 5- -
_10. Al Curtis of Cadiz, Ky. •
won the first tournament
on Lake eecl-obe e in
January. .
Other„ Tennessee. anglers _
expected at Watts Bat' include





lioineteifole's Fishing 800ldet ligekble
MILWAUKEE, WI -Anew
booklet of interest to fisher-
men everywhere has recently
arrived on the scene ac-
Cording to the Evinrude
Fishing News. "How To Catch
America's 'Terrific Thirteen'
Sport Fish" by the in-
ternationally known fisher-
man, Homer Circle, is con.
tamed in a 33 page booklet
which will be of interest to
both the experienced angler as
well as the heophyte just
taking up the sport.
Homer Circle is the angling
editor of Sports Afield and is
known to millions of readers
as "Uncle Homer" because he
writes as he talks, earthy,
honestly and humorously. The
walls of his office attest to his
successful career, covered by
many awards for journalism,
fishing, serving the tackle
industry including being a
member of the Arkansas
Game and Fish Commission.
'His expertise comes out in his
writing, but far .more im-
portant to him than honors is
the deep down gratification Of
knowing he has brought
fishing know-how to his
readers to deepen their out-
door enjoyment.
"Uncle Homer's fnendship
with Evinrude dates back to
his early writing days -- some
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COMpilff Equipment.
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heir - Net 713-9491
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many outings together,"
states Jim Riegor, Evinrude's
Director of Marketing. "This
interesting fact-filled booklet
with its fishing tips will make
1:-111i- big hit with fishermen
everywhere. • They are
available free of charge at
participating Ev-inrude
defiers."
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I.
4.1
Having just underWent one into
of those days which started
out a mere nineteen hours
ago; suddenly remembered
the column was not yet done
for the week, located the
trusty old typewriter_ in the
midst of the office remodeling;
sawdutt,-etc., and -finally
discovering a, sheet or so of
typing Paper in the midst of
the fifteenth place we thought
to look, well, we thought we
were ready.
Presto, ve set down and a
flying object somewhat
smaller than an ostridge dive
-bombs us from the-confines of
the flOurescent light. Said
object possessed -with a
Wg...adianeed..bur
epphsite direetion, fix:lite way
of sayleg retreated) and laid
_hold of the quart size super
:bug bornb-Of -Hot Shot and the
-trusty lfo4ay Inn fly
and lesser courage-. thatbrokerSolution.- Drive-orie---1,„„„'„obt intn place -with g  that- -small- lad was the -alwaYs they -should be. But
we sow laid the varmint to a half mile. Remove valuable confiscated shoe. And three cylinder power. , principals that everything had the dedicated sportsmen are
-rest, now being confronted- - piece. Drive oldityle rig With diminished the leak to a mere— Maybe you've . had an ex- its place and its purpose andto working and spending
-with four- of his slightly • -faithful ignition -back-- -to - drip.1"houghlt aid enllige the Periente ot Ibitr- own out be wastefttf-- not- The--thousands of dollars- to ride
agitated _cousins of the flying disabled rig. Install valuable hole an inch or so. ' - there. Pass it along and we'll natural way of life. The force themselves of the wrong-dners
wasp vintage. The battle is piece. Drive if one half mile. We recall an incident where share it with the rest of the that drove him to his ex- to wildlife. tut we need the
now over. While we sit here at'" ,.Remoye valuable piece. Cf.° a certain four wheeler was out folks. Four wheelers can do peditions, I do not know; the Support not criticism from
The typewriter gagging on ,the 'hack once more. Drive third soloing in the boondocks and some of the craziest things. force that protected him was everyone, including you,
fumes- and reading the non, risatie half mite. Repeat as -----tiencedthe npt altogether ' Ft A 1> p -y- sdeivine,.., along with a- good . mothers and wives and
toxic label. And the fly swatter needed until access to suitable uncommon separation of air• WHEELING.: - mother's love. I wish to thank sisters! We hunters know the
close by -just in case. surface for towing has been from tire. He had no jack. He
Four Wheeli
By Hemp Brooks
had no ax to cut a pole for a
lever. He did have a spare tire
.'however. Solution. Winch the
rig up the side of a tree! That's
one way of getting the tires off
the ground.
Another case. This kivolved
a Jeep of somsoars...D.fuel
pump perished. Like most of
us, this group had few tools
along or spare parts. It took
considerable doing to get the
thing back out to civilization.
First the hood was removed.
And the air cleaner.' 'One
passenger sat on the front
fender. And "spoon fed" the
little jeep by pouring gas from
an empty beer 'can into the,
carburetor. Not recom-
mended for coast to coast
travel however.-
Ingenuity is a wonderful
thing. And it seems to run
abundant in most four
wheelers. ' Which brings to
mind the statement that
necessity is the. mother of
'Now, wake at at 5:00
14, Melt *maw*
Which leads Ourus
story this time of the typical
four wheeler making do with
whate,yerhe has to face up to asituation.. 
If that makes sense!
Consider for -example a
happening of some time back.
Many of you are now familiar
with, the space age ignition
which - Detroit-Ljs fondly
-bestowing upon all its
products, including four-wheel
drives. Some of them had
problems with breaking the
rotor in the pointless
distributor back earlier. This
problem being more
pronounced in the midst of a
seven -inch rain back in the





breaks as it did, one does not
proceed until fixed.. For-
tunately there were three
fourwheel drives with . the
same Piece aadAso--were all switchblade. This was thee 'Pan, unbolting tixe-- con-
-achieved. Dumb? Well,
everybody got home even-
tually. .
There was the fellow who
developed the extra hole in the
gas tank. The liquid was
leaving at a r-apid rate. Even
more rapid than normal which
is fairly rapid on a lot of four
%'heel drives-1 Bubble gum was
tried. Without success. Super
Sticky gray tape was applied.
Without success. Soap was
applied liberally. Without
success. The wife was tried. It
was discovered she could not
la face dowit',._in /he rear.
floorbArd, extend her aiiii-itIventi
over the tailgate, back under I heard of an old four banger
the draw . bar, and keep a. ieeP once that droeped 'a.
fleger tressed- „tightly on-the- -piston out tn.
leak. Or maybe,she would 'not. two -bOY's
A solution was finally wrench and a pair of Wire
discovered. The woods yielded pliers. Period: And they still
a length of twig, trimmed got home under their ,own
neatly to a point with a rusty Power. How? By dropping the
Geese Nestini long Creek In Lind
Between The takes ,
GOLDEN POND, KY - 300 of these giant birds in`and According to a Land Bet-
Visitors to TVA's Land Bet- 'around Land Between The ween The -Lakes wildlife of-
ween The Lakes in western --Lakes. The nesting platforms ficial, geese usually build'
Kentucky and Tennessee can----itt- Cong. Creek pond and \their nests. from the water's
see several nesting geese at 'elsewhere were-- specfaliy-- nk. -bid the-floating - pTiii-
the Long Creek pond, just off designed to encourage and fois offer a greater degree
U.S. Highway 68. Interested increase fiesting on the inland of..pretection from predators
observers are being asked to lakes of the 170,000-acre public and fluctuating water levels.
keep. their distance and avoid "-demonstration area. -- A survey is conducted each
distrubing the giant Canada The floating platforms have spring to \determine clutch
geese. - -- ----been strategically placed size, nesting\ success, brood
,The geese are part of a flock 'throughout Hematite, Honker, survival, and flqek population:-of 23 non-migratory giant and Energy Lakes and at the Banding of the /oung geese
Canada geese that was tins" Long Creek pond off U.S. helps wildlife off ials study
troduced into the area in 1965. Highway 68 near Devils. longeutty and . vement
There are now an estimated Mow.
patterns.
The public may observe the
- geese at most of the inland
waters in Land Between The
-Lakes-but- are reminded that
disturbance. , f the geese or
nesting-platforms is a Federal--
offense.
Additional information can
be obtained by contacting
-TVA, Land Between The-
Lakes, Golden Pond, -KY
42231, telephone Wildlife
Section (502) 924-5602. -
a.
-"Momma, Wake me at 5:00
•o's:lock, I'm going hunting!"
The year was 1963, and this
was the twelve year olds last
command as he snuggled in
his bed awaiting this slumber
that would rocket him through
the "little anneal families"
when there is not enough food
for too %any brothers -and
sisters; of. perhaps the aspect
of dwarfs in a species due to
innerbreeding. I will not
condemn any person for
time to that anticipated pre- loving animals or wanting
dawn hour. Then he would them protected but I cannot
arise am walk that dark and condone the antics of persons
=lonely mile or so to his favorite who use unproven facts or use
. squirrel woods. Sure, it was emotional characterizations
scar, but somewhere inside' to combat the true friends of
there was a spark of. courage, animals; the sportsmen. In
and of character that would- one particular publication the
grow as be gre. . . into hunter is portrayed a monster
manhood. Upon arriving at a and I quote frdrn page 4, of the
predetermined area, he would book, "Mankind?" by
watch in awe as Mother Cleveland Amory. "All of us,
Nature awakened and of course, applaud hunting
daylight came. Although he accidents. There has been a
—didn't much eare for squirrel---Mee, healthy increase here."
himself; (he seldom ever got And I ask, what sort of human
more than one or two if any being could possibly think
lie 4111.would proudly bring,ki thought.? :
then' hotne, for there wall ',Sure, I agree Mit some
always a happy recipeint of hunters are not true 4)ort-
the tasty little animals, smen and should not be
.somewhere in the • neigh- eliewed to hunt, but there are
borhood. And somewhere.- also doctors and lawyers and
within the growing character even presidents who are not
Jimmy and Ricky Barrow helped boat these nice crappie4 last Sunday afternoon from lake Barkley. The -boys
were. fishing with their parents Hal and Mary Barrow of Rt.,5. Murray. The wind 'Was blowing but the family hauled in
a nice stringer with the top fish weighing in at 2' pounds.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Eguipmeni
Hunting & Fishing licenses
Carroll Ike Service -
• • ‘4
e Us For . -
Untroypi C.Smbo ond Michelin bet,.
1 -105 Pogue   753-1.
Photo by Latch Greer
OUTBOARDS
-Better.ip the long Tn. Come see why'
it23 From 2 to 140 h p. available
Shipwash Boat 'N' Motor





my mother for all that love-artuation. We have seen
and understanding, along with Mother Nature maintain a
all the other mothers who balance in her natural way. A
have ever or will ever attempt
to understand and cope with
the instilled foroesvIthin every
small boy, to roam and hunt
and be in nature. And I thank'
God that I grew up in the
naturaltleath is a much more
curel way to die than from the
hunter's bullet or shaft.
• There are so many aspects
to this situation and so much
to be said. People Crusade
country and was able to roam against "animal killing" with
and grow with nature around meat in their stomachs and
me. Since I have grown older wearing clothes made. from
and seen and experienced t* animals. . . from tamed
problems of life today, I feel domestic (MURIA-that never,
the yearn to be a small boy in bad a chance. . .-Think about
the country once more, For ft...
there is no greater a stimulant . Face the facts, man must
than a trip into nature with eat to stay alive, and it is a
gun or bow and arrow. Yet fact that we all must speak
even here problems arise, for - out. . .-for wildlife, for spor7
sadly enough, there are those tsmen.
Who would deprive us our very Killing is not always the
own nature, to hunt the wild goal of the hunter.. As the -
game, They  are uniting Spanish philoswher Jose
againsi us,, using ev-elr-Ortega of Gisset, said
method they can to tern public _ book, "Meditations on Hun-
sentiment against us in their- tign," "To the sportsman the
relentless and in- death of the game is not what
comprehensible fight against interests ,him; that is not his
the hunter. Means such as purpose: What interests him is
anthropomorphism; (en- everything he had to do to
couraging the ideas that achieve that death - that is, the
wildlife has brothers and hunt. ,
sisters, and animals kilretc.). Death is essential because
Yet they fail to include the fact without it there is no authentic
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I 60E55 I Do,. I
HAD ANOTHER UNCLE
WHO WAS A BUS
DEPOT IN CLARKSVILLE
BEETLE IS SUPPOSED






animal is .the natural end of Speaking of futures, in the
the hunt and that goal of very near future there will be ,
Wilting itself, not of the a new bowhunting -
hunter The hunter seeks this' organization established here -
death because it is no less than in Western Ky. Planned and
the sign of reality for the created by perions. who feet
whole hunting process. To that it is the responsibility of
sum up, one- does not hunt in concerned hunters to unit and
order to kill; on the contrary promote the proper attitudes-
one kills in order to have of hunting as well itt --
hunted." brotherhood. Promoting
It was my intentions, just to bowhunting for the entire
write an article in simple family - this new club has
terms about why I hunt; and several interesting activities
why I encourage anyone else tentatively scheduled. Look to
to, hunt. There is so much ire- this page for further in-
evidence as to what sportsmen foratmion and anyone
are doing to help widlife, not terested in joining is asked to
destroy it, that sometimes I please contact me, Rick
get carried away... The clock Norswarthy, 753-9872 Box 65, •
on the wall ticks off 3:00 a. m. Rt. 8.
l'his has bore so heavily on my
mind I could not sleep. Some
of the • excitement T. et;-  Congratulations to -tam
perienced: ea.& 1,2*ear_xild,i1L—Tedd. who _ ems- .married a'
gone. And each of anticipation couple of weeks ago. He must
then, is now due to the burden have fell out of his tree stand
of the problem on • our on his head! Also to Owen and -
shoulders. It doesn't realy Linda Norsworthy who are the
seem like a problem here in parents of a beautiful baby
West Ky. now, but soon will, If girl, Shanna Renae born 3-25-
we all- don't---stand- W---and '78. We're still watirig for news
speak out. I want to see a from Martha and Jim Green
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pr by phr?ne.  Call .753.
•
OPEN SHOP IN PIE
i iegai Notice
- LEGAL NOTICE
--A- Final settlement of •
accounts has bees filed
in the Calloway District
Court "- by -.Guy Smith ..
Executor,, of the estate -
of A13. Smith, deceased •
exceptions to this set-
tlement must be filed. in
the Calloway District
Court en or before
20, 1978, .the date of "
hearing. • - •••'




JRSUS SAYS IN JOHN
1T9 "V'thry, verily, 1






be submitted by 12










.-Ourch is acce2ting bidS
- for the mown* of the
6 Help Wanted
WANTED • --Somealie to
cut and haul small




position with local firm.
Person hired must
possess skill in ledger
entries, payroll, etc.,
and respect the con-
fidentially of position.
Degree or" associate
degree preferred but not
necessary. Ability to
work closely with -and--
get along well with
others_a_ clsfmite plus_
jarting.i too-r-
- , net Inll_ iptoroated can-call James .. - abilities, - excellenthimself, but 'what .he Esel Erwin. -492-8410 or : fringes includingseeth the Father lb . tor write to Hazel, by April " hospitalization-majorwhat thing so ever he IL'. ,
medical insurance... doetb. these also doeth -- ---• .- ....
.., _ .
- - . Interested persons -





• Holman Jones, 217 South
INCOME TAX SER-
VICE: "We Search- for
and credit-tine -yaw."





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
se into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
•"Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
75S4S3S. Free parking,
 lot, -- our -MIT- -en--
trance.
•
TWO FORD- 12 horse
riding mowers. One gas
'operated Weed Eater.
These items may be ./
Anspected - anytime
during office hours,
April 10, 11 and_12 at the
Murray Housing Office,.
--11N-iver- Side 
will be taken sealed bid
and will be open the 13th










5 lost And Four.
LOST BLACK and tan
puppy.-Riward-
M.00 Call 436-5397, 753-
4438 or 753-7228
d ii application_ 
including brief personal
hiStory, complete-
. resume of past _ ex-
perience and -salary •
expectations
Box 32-K Murray, Ky.,
42071:
LOST gold ring set with
blue aquamarine and
feu diamonds, on or
about April 1. pogo
REWARD, for return -





over large- white Tom
cat lost or strayed-from.
325 South 16th. Reward.'
Call 759-4184.
REWARD WO for return





timentai value. cou 767. • a TT appointment
. 442-9249 days, 443-3•




son, part time.. sales,










waitress Apply • It
Trenholros, Chestnpt,
Nei Wanted
Set. *WV is fora.
faun 1Ii5.M. limns
for avolin. Lyn Gran Con
nary. WI: 753-5324 Won.




build _homes. Cali for
information, :C:arl,
Castile, 759-4459.
'WANTED  yams  to mow.
Call 753-4470 after 5 p.m.
10. Business Opportunity
EXPERIENCED- -IL- •
work:_. .- SO I. A R :ENERGYpainters, steady
dealership available in
5387 - 
For interview call 753;
Calloway -County. Your
- chance to join a proven
EXPERIENCED Ropy. leader, in the solar
man wanted. Applyile• energy, field. Call today
person, Oakley Used-----• American Solar- King,
Gars,. 753.6861,..00k 6a7. W.
- • ' Broadway, Ma fielBill.
6 Help Wanted
• • 4
• • 4 4 ,,'
-."1.00Am.•
SWIM ORIN needs
MA= ma pert time
beip, esele essa female
lb#41 fer_. dorl - affitht




Care  -  753-6622
Penni Gird . . . 753-7518
Smier Cifauti . . . 753-0929
haw -  753-1E0
Jim Is bal.. . .353-2233
ocial Concerns
ICommittee andThe Ledger &Times 
weekends, ems, be 111
or older. No others amid
(mph/. No pima, sok
Apply in parse!, oak












-Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x•21 '
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high"
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a





























its sales force. 'Would
like responsible person
to represent us in this





SOMEONE TO TEND a
good garden. 501 N. 6th'
Call 75.1-4980,
EXPERIENCED
I painters needed. Top
wages. Call 527-7327
after 4 p.m.
FULL AND PART time,
• cooks and car hops.
Days or nights-,-.Apply In














.Mirumurn 2 years ex-
perience. Must be
energetic and able to
work with minimum
supervision.







To PUT A PErLAPA.
sap EN/PtY
9 "
14. Want To Buy
• .
timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
trait; and will pay cash. ,
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6 p.m. _
502-489-2334.
WANTED WHITE oak,
. and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or stane'ng,
04On nr_lim-petiac
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-527- -
15 Articles fir Sale
US AMP' SEKVICe. pole.
Call 753-4548 alter 5 p.m.
FRICIDAIHE-
refrigerator, Upright




blades. Your choice 26",











181,2' C. ri CRUISER.
with flying 'bridge,
forward cabin toilet, 105
H. P. Chrysler, trailer.
All 1974. Good condition,
$2000. Call 436-253r
357 MAGNUM stainless
Ruger, 6" barrel like
new with holster and
ammo. $160. Recording
Fathorneter with extra
paper, new in box,lists,
$250.00 phis, sell for 9160.-
Bear Compound bow,.
Polar with quivir •.
mount and arrows, $115.
Call 436-2538.
1971 18' GLASTRON with
accessories. Call 7$3 
9580.
--- •vans, 47418413, or 1971 16' • BOWMAN474-2748.
runabout with 75.11. P.
FOR SALE Philco cook
stove like new also ..•
bed solid woed heada
- _board. Moving and must
sell cheap. Call 489-2373
or 753-9924
WE BUY AND SELL Used
..air conditioners.
Electric, 753-9104 or 753;-
1551. • .
GOOD USED twit Call 
753-5447 after 5 p.m.





trailer. Good, $800. Also
25' pontoon boat with
Mercury Mark 55 motor,
3 H. P. gas trolling






ciAor T. V. Like new.
753-5238.
19" BLACK AND
WHITE T. V. Solid state.
Near:y new. $100. Call
7534456.
DON'T BE MISLED. We
'will not be undersold.
-Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County,- Tucker T. V.
Sales and Service, 1914
.......-Coldweeer Rd.
SLSSONS ZENITH Spring
• Sale. Shop around and
then come see us. You'll
save 510.00, $20.00 or
more. AII
, Simons • Zeoitir
Sales since 1962. 19 miles
West of Murree entligh-
way 94. Call 382-2174.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM 1975
- Trailer, central air, and
heat. Big lot. Near East
School. Buy like rent.
- Call 432658.7 _
furnished Good
'14 x70 WINSOR mobile.
„ home, all electric, air
condition. - Partially
I. 
.dition. $8,011.- Call 354:'
-
11' CHECKMATE ski -, 
 6292
ANTIQUE radio, reart-*L-436.44). Teter.
• -4111P2350. -
nice. Solid oak delude. • 
Call 753-81501 - -TROT LINE 24440
-400 GALLON milk cooler.' _1,1"Itl line on 'ledwood
„GOOD . USED MOBILE
bomes. Call 1-527.22.
15 Articles For Sale
THOMAS ELESTR IC ,
organ with built in
stereo. Like new con-
dition. $300. _Call 753-
REGISTERED walking
mare. Fox Trot show
mare. Nice and gentle.
• Cavalier topper for long






j35 Fergusco front end- ' Imes. An new.
loader.. one GI case .Call 753-2359.
"manure spreader,. 
MOBILE }TOME, central
• . 12FT. AL1JMINUM V- heat and air. Nice
MOBILE H-CI.ME Gran-
ville, 12 X 50. Partly
furnished. $3800. Call •
489-2434. _ _
mobile home and lot in
flay*ood b_..._91tVirll G00FAM,...Pffi_t_witil 75,3_41#4.
, condition. $100 or offer. Close t-oli:$9,1100. Call
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




Estates and Fox "
Meadows, South Nth
753-3855.
30 Bi ,,ness Rentals
BUILDING for rent on
North 641 Highway for
garage or, body shop.
Call 753-5618.4
31 Want To Rent
miles el_
-7544346 before 3 pin. or,
after 6 p.m_
HOUSE IN COUNTRY V




• WANT TO RENT 4 or 5
acres of tobacco. Call
753-9811 atfer 6 p.m.
32 Apartments For Rent
AKC MALE--Doberman, 2
years old -Calt 759-4000.
al PublIC Sales
FURNISHED apartment GARAGE SALE. Lawn
  fkp.,_reaL water  f my_  mower, 'garden hose,
nisbed. Call 753-8333. ---- shovel, Black and
Decker trimmer,
UNFURNISHED 2 automatic- dishwasthel',
bedroom. Central heat ' table, colii baby
ahd air, fully carpeted. Amp.- boys clothes size
- built-in range. Call 753- -6-16, toys and More. 121
8067 after' 5 p.m. " South to 11 mile marker.
- --- house on left on Old




753-2967 after 3 p.-m.
Sport boat an tra er. •-• call. 436.2468.
Call 489-2669.
MAPLE -DINING. romo
suite, table, 4, chairs,
hutch and tea cart: Call
753-9269,
SPANISH SOFA and
chair, black vinyl. Like
. new: Coll 753-7424.- -
FOUR MACS, 2 extras
wide, 14" for- Old-
"hi4-Calit-43 
2516.




18 X 16 ALUMINUM




TWO cyceseg, ONE -TRALIER-FORRENT-29-
20" Moto X bike, TRAILER FOR RENT
knobby . tires, ' good for couples only. Will be
condition. .$30. 26". . available May 1st.
Raleigh Ekecord, 10 ApPlf -in person,only;
speed, $75. Ca/17,59-1735 _ bills Trailer Court




18 h.p. Johnson and • for rent. Call 489-2533,
;troller. $§00
2359. e... 1974 BAYWO0D 12 X 65 2
16' ALUMINUM fbedurnrisoohmeci
,2unbadthserpinn, partoly
FISHING boat with. Pxceilent conditions.
accessories, - 20 h.p 85800. Call. 753-2762
Johnson motor, trailer ,




clean and good con-
dition. $100. Antique
round top trunk, $35.-
- Cali 43&5494-, --------7
FRIGIDAIRE washer _





draperies, made to your -
measurement. No lat(or
charge. Over 150 pat-
terns and colors, 15 per
cent off month of April.
P.N. Hirsch 8.1 Co. 753-
9779
TILLERS chain drive, 5

























with beds and sides.
Ellis Popcorn Co.,
Wiswell _Hoed 753-5451, ,
135 ISSE Y
' FERGUSON tractor.
312 hours. Good con-
- dition. Call 753-4713.
_ 
1952 MODEL B John




TWO 12"_ trip plows. 7'
pickup disc, two row








1967 model. Good con-
ditirin 435-4301.
BlIcH disc. Also 4
bottom Ford plow. Both
in excellent condition.




Surfaced • plow points.
Regular points, shins,












bus boat. 65 h.p
•Mercuti motor, trailer




Rea,dy to go. Must -sell.
Call 354-8645 before 3:30.
-TITLEIST ;Rif Mobs.
4-5 woods, 2-9 irons, 2
wedges."$156. Call 753-
2480.
1976 SANGER boat, V..
drive, Chevy engine. 468
with extras. Call 969-
2237 or 969-5396. -•--
111111111111
AMPEG base guitar amp.
• piggy back on rollers, 4
channels, $225. Call 753-
2480. •
SPINET 'piano for sale.




8 X 35 CONCORD
TRAILER, 2 bedroom.
Air conditioner. Gas
heat hooked up Good
condition, Shady Oaks
94, Phone 753-7354 after 5
p.m.
‘---111 X 65 THREE
BEDROOM mobile
- home- 75 foot welk well
,house.-'Septic system
with 200 ft. field. With
, two lots on blacktop'





Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph, 443-3879 Shop
if you like, hut check our






**Aid Costly Nome low.,
Kelly's Termite
S. Pest Control
• ••••••1 mod worolosI •••• 711






1914 12 X 60 2 bedroom,
partly furnished.
Central air. Like new.
See at Riviera Cts. 753-
3280 before 5.
1974 CAMERON 12 x 60,




29. Mobile Home Rentals
1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer, central air and
heat. Nice -Lot. Near












COLT. Also a 4 horse
Walker and black and -










couples and singles only.
Zimmerman - -Apart-
ments, South 18th, 753-





. all carpet, central heat











yearling colt. Make good
, game horse. Call 753-
9390.
THREE YEAR OLD
Palomino filly. Broke to




saddle horse, two white






Sao *is moinform I oscona
Werth. Poet off Irma Cobb
IL ban* maenad 31,4
Wean new 21 saps of
pea enable len con
SW* neon. Mary arena
bolldioes plus modems
larrearin larroo. San anew
• 21/2 aro tobacco bees
win bum Call for • op-
anealosa r•dayi
NOME - 2 Apartments. We
yaw tam» WM oar the
roartgespot lien no tan II
two bat brisk ilir two
blocks west ofISO nopps.
Aportmats IMPir seesed ter




PROUDLY we rave about
' this 3 bedroom brick





freezer, two full baths,
restful patio area witty,:
. private brick wall..:,,,
TWO BEDROOM • Statel bricked columns-
Brick home. Call 753-0430_ -bring you into the drive
or 753-8131. Wa double garage with
----automatic openers...*
Just listed. .Call Now,.




Call Stinson Realty, 753-
3744:



















DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE 1,0W ON CASH-••-.
we'll arrange the terms,
on this well maintained..
two bedroom brick with








You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manuf ngi or a
mechAnical background helpful. We train you in iialesmanshiOw' ucts, and
applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid p( ram.- Field
trainiog follows, right in your territory. , •
.Ne_levestment except your full-time effort, and, you get an exclusive, fully- .
protected territory with hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start building yoni lucrative catrie-
today, right in your own area, and be home nights with your family while doing
- - •
7e!• EI O r.•••otr •
le miscellaneous
LAWN MOWERS J's p.
22" cut. 13 and S engine.




• Act now. while envoi aue-ehaice teritterisoinstili epeo in your area. fiend yourrestme, giving txperence and personal data. 8:11 get our prompt attention.
-Wrtir'312hrrratt--



















































































PUT IT IN THE
43 Read Estate
PRICED TO SELL Older
home located in Hazel.
Home is in good con-































reseedeleil 3 or 4


























































lak,eview lot in a
prestige restricted area.
also a few five acre
parcels only one mile
from lake:-Call--johe yr:
'Neubauer, realtor, 505






ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
or consumer services?












68 ACRE FARM located
On Elm Grove Church
Road'. Beautiful building
sites, only $45,00e.138
acres good farm land
with L2 mile blacktop
frontage. Priced at












REALTY, 711 Main. We
have pad many inquiries
eegarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 7531
1222. Also if you have
13 Real Estate
. Mini-form
A rare opportunity to
buy in a choice
lecation.1 miles west •
of Mid-Way on the
blacktop. 8 acres of
good level land with
choice building sites.
An ideal mini-farm.






been warktin* 10 Pur--_-, achase acreage, -contact E'ROF'ESSIONAL OF-us for an update OW7_ FICE or privateproperties listed for sale :_residence _ possibilities-in Calloway County. 60-me
at KOPPERUD located only 2 blocks,.REALTY provide a from court square.complete range of Real Property is zoned B3Estate Service. Phone
us today. 
and could easily be
converted- to offices or
continue to tre used as __













brick home with. -Wan
floor having 3 bedrooms,














With The Friendly Touch"
GATESBORO RESI-
DENTIAL LOT.




to sell quickly $4,950.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
HYBRID TOMATO PUNTS
Jet Star, Early Girl, 144 Pak,
Rutgers, Small Fry
a
IfiT: I 10-12 Noon-2:30 P.M.




*House mon -w•ti ou,,,„>sett„i‘
Calls 
CLOSED OW THURSDAYS
Fn. 4 S.$-2:3O Calls-
*Hair Cuts' *Shaves
. 209 Walnut Street.
Coll this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt 'service next day, 753-3.685 -
and night appointments.
ED A COLLEGE BREAK?
you do then you should check into what 
the
United States Air Force has to offer You'll find
more than 140 ../obs in the Air Force career
fields tralring at some of the finest tethniCal
schools in the nation on- excellent SCIICKY •
the opportunity to work toward your assitiolati,
degree through the Community College of Mel
Air Force on-the-iob experience .
30-days of paid vacation a
year worldwide assign-
ments mei:Neal care
caintai cans plus much
more .
Check it out ro,
carioart
‘• I. maa...
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49. Used Cars 4 Trucks





19.,18 tic,tittd ge0.in.44-site- 4f4t 
"OUR WART4AN*WINS SINT)1 NG- -POW









brick home just waiting.
for your family: Not
, much to do here as it is
ill tip-top condition and





home and all homes







Country home - 3
bedroom, white brick;














Nwy. 411 ado Wee of WIT
Op.. 7 Days
NINE ACRE fabulous
- business site two miles
south of 641, with or
without good three
bedroom house. Has 424
feet open frontage, good
well and 15 trailer
hookups. For complete
information call C, 0.




Now rented for $125 per.










• dining room, kitchen,
2 bedrooms down-
stairs, 56 x 20 comb. 2
bedrooms upstairs, ai











den, utility room. Bath
and bait. CaU 753-6402
, weekdays after 4 and
weekend.s anytime.. 758-
' T034 days.- -
Storage-room-for boat.
All weather road and
••• beautiful landscaping.
Much more Call for
appointment, Fulton
Young Realty,- 753-733?, ,
Forest Shoulders 753-












ir..carpet, 1 - •• acre
. wooded lot. Hwy. 94
West in Lynn Grove.
ACT FAST! Only
$31,900 Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
44 Lots For Sale




Gregory Drive off Lynn
, Grove highway 2 miles
• out. Beautiful area.
Attractive home's
desirable restrictions,
quiet frePtioni I xit. 140'
-and 180 Mid 5 Call 753 
2523. dition. Calf 753-6648.




Located 3 miles West
of Aurora, 55 acres.
TWO bedroom modern







U. 1 mile Wailt.ai
Cask.
Ogee 7 Days
46. Homes Fix Sale
FOR SALE by owner
Ce two bedroom home
in limits with an
extra ge .upstairs
room. Call sys 753-6168
'or after 5 p.m. 753-9646.
NICE SEVEN ROOM






Farmer Ave. Priced in
mid' 20's Call 7534726.
HOUSE *AND tin, 137
Vine Street, three
bedroom. Also at Pine'
Bluff Shores, 2 bedroom




:Itouieriar tale by owner.
753-00011.
THREE BEDROOM





dition, with air, and new
tires. 1959 Edsel Cor-




very nice Call 759-1161
or 753-2738 after 5 P.m.
1970 PONTIAC le _mans,
AM-}'-M,tria, tape,
4500. Can 'be seen at
corner of 4th and Pine
















'1972 FORD f2$. 1 wheel
46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE, on
one acre let. Located on
Highway 94 East, only












wooded park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage bonding,
large 2 bedroom house





















49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 FOUR WHEEL dram
jeep pickup. With tivi>er
-and new. tires. 48,000




53,000 actual miles. lips
tires, radio, wool carpet.
Extra clean inside arid






















'WILL DO -Sewing for
public and alterations.
Call 753-7495.
1971 TOYOTA, 4 door. 
Four speed, air. $975. WILL REPLACE' or
1973 Datsurk.fie statiot_itepatr




Slight rust, $450. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-0046.
1966 TRIUMPH 650
Bonneville. Perfect
condition, $700. Call 395-
7859.
1969 'MODEL -
grand Prix. Full power.
Call 753-1335 after 5.
1971 VEGA:Call 733-0310.
1976 LTD Landau, 2 door, 
i.. actualload.20,000 ua
miles, white with
maroon top and interior.
A-1 condition! Call 759-
4039 after 5 p.m.
1966 THUNDERBIRD
hardtop. Power and air,
leather interior, two 1957 -  
Thunder-birds', 1969-- MITCHELL
Pontiac convertible, BLACKTOPPING
1966 Mustahg con- sealing, patching
vertible___Prieed---balow_-__striping. --Fete-- free
market. See Saturday or estimates call 753-1537.
Sunday afternoon only.






FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
Furs YOUR septic_ tans
and backhoe work needs.
Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John Lane.










dews, Ids, mid pumps. Nigh







• septic tank work,' Field










white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also _
f reestimatert on
parking lot or driveway.







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,-Ky'.




Prompt and . efficient.







roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or 'weekend:
  " CONCREP FINISHING.
1960 CHEVROLET long • Patios, driveways, etc..
wheel base pickup Call 753-0659.




1973 MAVERICX, y-8, •4
door, automatic, power,
air, . new - tires,
mechanically A-1. $1095.
Call 436-5548.
1972 FORD PICKUP, all_
, power arid air, 350, 2.
474_1 CHEVROLET,  . 1 barrel, cruise-a-matic;

















home. 24 ft. self con-





pop up and toppers. Both
new and used We




Trailer Sales and Ser-
vtce, Route 68 and 144,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
51 Services Offered




drive pirkoR, ell 753- Sears 753-2310. for free..
8480 after 6
19 74 ti V1t OL E T INSULATION}HAWN •
pickup l'u110111 ittc ,by.......5eiwa,Aave  _on
straight tronsMiSSIOn, --IYIE1t-hriar real --arc -
33,000
•42450. 1976 I Oa Custom 753-2310 for 'free.'
van many ff4c1Ory op- estimates.
home.-144411111-1aarn----tierier.
eastornited f TaMily LICENSED ELEC-
vehicle. $7.40. it64 TRICAN and gas in-
. 7x n6t, 7ses2rttawl.r iettotagilelatision will doa5


















Company Inc. Air con-







in my home. Any age.
Call 4.77-4218.
WILL BREAK and disc
gardens in .Stella,
Coldwater and Lynn







II 6 VS K PAIN-
-TING:-Reasonable rateiv
Call 759-4000.
DO YOU need stumps'
removed frem your yard
, or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chipi.
tall for -free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
BEAUTIFY your home -
with lightweight easy-to-
install Eldorado Stone.




cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior: An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we
will install. Buy direct
from our factory.
Timber-Lodge Stone and
Fireplace, 706 N. 
Market Street, Paris,
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
!VELD TREES or




FREE 3"z month old




Say, you've heard that before.
So hove we, that's why
we did something about it.
We don't just promise Quality, we PROVIDE it
Because we think YOU deserve it.




YOUR LOCAL Marble Manufacturer
a
1711 Railaimal Drive The mar of tilas OM*** hems her leen minuet red. The Mice iftelirdes ALL ep
pliences The he.. is in very papa condition aid tartans csartml beef wed Air. The beck yore is fenced with
dies 5.1 Imams Gel is ideal for iasil gots Sr sad children. Take pesseesiee N eerie loos. Cal new fir..

































202 S. 4th St.
753-3263 Anytime
_• -
Mrs. - Blanche Hatcher- .of
--fteute-thfurray, died at-10:55
Friday morning at her home.
- She--was 48 and bar--death
_followed an extended illiness.
Hatcher was
October    n way
- ---C-eenty-,--and was the-daughter ----- -- --- -- - --Re- - -atienitillbeheldlt-M-1-197L-111 Lsr irBetwatii---1)-Aul 'Shahan-with Bee-Farrell- -at Murray -State-tn-Mrk-lie--- Vesper sei viies will be atspeali_a- t the 10:30am-end six__
will gag. ---:-- -formerly taught-at IdahoState six p.m. Sunday with th
Nora Powell Vaughn. She and
of t% late Willie Vaughn and p.m. worship service:4 on—near Pastor Speak r-.._,_ fr 7 to 10 a.m. Groups ,must begin. „st. 9 a.m., . and
north information -station Lakes. The races are set to
Lesnth;allisTH`  la alY. _ University, the University of ' elders to meet at 6:30 p.m
her husband; Otis Hatcher 
S:tiffflay, -April 9, at the- --t --- Licht. Greeters winte Mark California- at Berkeley, and the church board at,' "Bring People To Jesus" furnish guides or qualified tieipants-can choose from five - • ..._ .
- - who survives„ were married
' University Church, North 15th
-will •be - the subject of the leaders. No fee will be different United States and Wendy Sinker. Arizona -State .University. His • p.m. The God and/tountryStreet, Murray • s Church School will be heldJune 18, 1938. Mrs. Hatcher His -ippriutii  _sermon topic sermons by. the_ Rev. Jerre' charged, but patctves will be Cycling Federation i USCF l • experience also . includes . Award Class will,rneet at 630 -
- Baptist Church.. . christ„ with scripture from seven p.m. worship services The event is cosponsored by honed by the USCF and three The youth activities will. . seven p.m. The God and
Luke 1.26-3S• -The evening




• Dr. William H.eFletcher. an
assistaant professor in the
Department of Foreig!n
Languages at MurraY State
University, has been named
reciptent of the prestigious
1978 Grawemeyer -Faculty
Award IA Kentucky.
The award, endowed by Mr.
and. Mr-s. H. Charies
Grawemey•er of Louisville, is
made on the basis of an essay
Lthiipetitioh dealing with
recent developments in
German life and culture, and
is open to all full-time faculty
members at Kentucky's four-
year institutions of higher
learning.
_....Qt._,Fictcher. who lolaaattbe.
Murray faculty in.'•1976 to
teacb German and Spienish,_ is
the first-frees-the-eampas to
rectfie the award.
learning and proposed a
project whichinvolves viitiflg 
educators and linigists at
schools and universities. in the
Federal Republic of Ger-
many.  
The award includes a travel
allowance With which Dr,
• :Fletcher will do linguistics
_research work this summer in
Germany.
A natiVe of Galt, Calif.,,he
reived his --undergradtiate--
degree., from California State ---
UnTVerSityat-Saeramento and
his doctorate in German
linguistics from . Cornell
University. -
He has lived and studied in '
:-,_Hohaind_for four years and for
one7Year each in- Spain insti-
- -His essay deali-Nivith recent
German contributions to services -





• Mrs  born on
Ckc 10,1919.Callo •
AK
COMING AND GOING - John Emerson, center, president of the Murray Civitan
Club says -Good Bye" to Bruce Shaeffer, left, end 'fiateirome Back': to Nick Horton,
right. Shaeffer and his family are moving to. Lexington, where he will be employed byGermapy.
- the Univetsity et -Kentucky. Horton, former preside,t of-the Murraa-Gaitan Ckabis
reinAiffng-hia membership after an absence of abotW- two years. Another member-Episcepai Church- who-irtently reinstated his membership in-Civitaninte-ma-So nal is Draft it Barton Jr of •
the College of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State University. Both Horton and
•MSU Professor, Israeli Colleague
Awarded Biiiitiooit Grant
sciences at Murray State Jthirlsen
Peoject is described by • level and work with 'the,A professor or`biological
University and an Israeli 
as "an effort to ' Fisheries Research Institute
colleague have been awarded 
prevent a problemwather than of the University o(. _
a grant of more than $58,000 by 
Merely to identify a problem.- Washington and as a wildlife -
the United States-Israel 
He said the research in- biologist with the U. S. Forest .
Binational Science Foun- 
volves both a study of water Service. ,
dation to study . - the 
standards in fish habitats and He was a visiting lecturer - •
physiological 'effects of 
an investigation to determine -_ Kid. research fellow at the
pesticide residues on fish. - pesticide 
are the lowest levels of -University of Nairobi for nine
Dr. Donald W. Johnson, 
that cause in- months in 1975.
director of Murray. State's 
.terference with the normal Johnson earned the B. S.
_Hunter • Hancock Biological 
fisphhysiolugical fun. et,ioning of degree at Washington State
work with Dr. Zvi Xaron of the 
Pesticide effecti dn fishStation On Kentucky Like, will
Department of Zoology at Tel 
enzymes will be the primary
Aviv University on the three- 
emphasis of the work in the
year project to - 0.11(186' both 
Murray State laboratories,
fresh and salt water fishes. 
while- Israeli laboratories will
• Entitled '.'Sublethal Effects 
_focus on endocrine effects.
Jdtmson said the joint
-Endocrine 
ileidantir'srt-tl_ph _apt:eject will involve a closely
_...-eeerdinaied-gtorf that will
OsMoregulatpey ayaieros of include an exchange of ideas,
Fishes," he cooperative -.:Infarthatilati and materials
Uniyersitytthe M. S. degree at
the University of Montana,





Guest speaker at the 1046
a.m. worslat_ service on
Sunday,-Akril % at the First-
um ,: between the tiro universipes, cletettan camels wall- ate theiteclarless nm--- followed Wel** evaluidon - Rev. John Austin, minister of
of results. • - the Unita, Unitea Church of
•-Speak Sunday For Re noted that the study has, Christ, Paducah. The Rev. Dr.
worldwide i pl c at. one David C. • Roos, local minister.
- because it will coritribute to au- will speak at Paducah.
rucitibri- of the-Grace-win -be -.The magnificent irrilte-et-theritle- am-and-sr-Ad-a-Me registrafitinsdtai: races--.: All races are sanc- -bet-weeb-the-wetebiPeere'ieee- teaching at -the- high school' ,njjj.
Subject Of
`110i!S Broadcast
faublii radio .Station W'K NIS
Thompson. Reading the Church Teaching will be at 013 ,FM) will broadcast a-
Streets, -will hold worship
services at 9:45 a.m. on'-
Sunday, dax.A.PrIl 9,, with-the Rev.
Stephen' Davenport, minister; •
as the speaker.
Church School will follow at
eleven Em.




-GOLDEN POND, KY --
Flowering dogwoods and
- rectbuds, wild petunias, and
black-eyed susans are all
-signs of the season's demonstration area to be a
Ittlitioit--of life- - of progratria- 11111
Bro Kenneth Hoover will
licripture will be Bob Bazzell. 9:40 ' a.m. with Elbert sixty minute program
Hatcher will be at 2 p.m: Gargus, and Keith trays. - r----
Sunday at Maim* Coleman Nursery supervisors will be
Funeral Home 'Chapel with Jeanette Sinter, Allene Evans,
Rev R.J. Burpoe officiating. Pansy' Ford, Anita Smith,





husband. Otis Hatcher of topic will be -Bible Portraits
•Route • Ir. Murray, one Of Jesus" with scripture from
daughter. Mrs. Jerry Petry) '&1153Ise
Arteberry of Grandview. Ind En* Bailey will be song
one son Danny Ray Hatcher of leader with Leroy Eldridge to
Nashville. .AM; one brother i mike Ake announcements.
Claude Vaughn of 905. Pogue- 1Piayers will be led by Robert
Murray: 'four grange _Hendon Roland Geodgion,
looking for springtirne fun and
activity in western Kentucky
and Tennessee will discover
the 170;000-acre public
sprutairest TVA's Land Between special events. --
The  . alike Day lett ahr-teld
Vacationers and travelers Saturday, April 8, 1978, with
Mm h T 
participants choosing hikes
e or a UTC o ranging from 1 to 18 miles.
on Sunday, April 9, at the
Memorial Baptist Church: The Henley Term
scripture will be from Mark
9:17 and Luke 5:17-26.
Lester Garland, deacon of
'the week, assist in the
service. J. T. Leestrill be song
leader- with Margaret Wilkins
as organist and Jane Rogers
-c141dreà  "en : Attsb'sfil
' 
 Tom Balliitd; laid .1plavid aslateraist•
Elate Arteberry, Heather
• Hatcher. and Hillery
_ Funeral &emcee _are in- - servmiThe---tortes euppec Thornasew-as- diretor,-4amd e• xamining the first we days
-aomplete The' ' 
Coleman Funeral Home has
will be Bob Melugin, Richard Church Training will be at six that murr_m with J. T. Lee a8Smith, Bill Boyd, Orrin 9---• Henley has .been in office. . •charge of arrangements. director.nickel, Larry Dunn,- Junes-- h h. will 
have a 
program, which will be
Funeral lereicee for Mrs. Lawson, Rob Gingles, Sherrill -" broadcast on Monday;April 10called business meeting on
at 8 p. m., will feature MayorWednesday at seven
Henley talking about his -Due to the school
sPring- assessment of his ,per-break, the Elementary Choir formance in office, and anand Playground Group illw-- analysis of his._ performancenot meet this week.
by a local-Republican. Mayor
Henley is a Democrat
--a—lasteners-vriff-belarvited lo
phone in questions to either
speaker during the second half
of the program The
discussion, will be .moderaied
by Jesse Young, WKMS news
and public affairs director
. at • ,
That's what folks are saying ...these days. Because • they're
finding out just what their nearby Dodge Dealer's offering in the
way .of truCks. A complete lineup of good-looking, hard-working
Dodge pickups and full-time four-wheelera bad the tough, depend-
able? D111- Meteor). The arfia amd-vreared Warlock pickup_ The rough
and rugged foar-wheel-drive Rarricharger and Power Wagon pickup.
Trucks that have got it where it counts. In choice of modelsaind
equipmefit. In terms of engineering and solid construction.
One look at all the great trucks your friendly Dodge Dealer has
.for sale or lease and you'll be saying . "That's my Dodge!" -I
237 X incroess from 1966 to 1978
A
•••
- Dr. Whittaker And
Rev. Moody Will
Speak On Sunday
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor, and the Rev 11. T.
Moody, minister of education,
of the First Baptist Church
will be the speakers at the
10:45 a. m. and seven p. m Harmon. •
services 'aespectively aa* Bible Study will he held at
.811"18-LeTi-iiAmPritAloIne" -the-91111r. SuridaY.subject of the morning sermon
by Dr. Whittaker His
scripture will be from Hosea.
4:17 and II Corinthians 6.d4-
18. Dr. Thomas Hogaocarnp,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the _services
At the evening service the
Rev. Moody will speak on the
subject, "The People of Goa"
with scripture from I Peter 279
Dr. aVhittaker will begin a
revival meeting at the Cherry
Corner Baptist e Church on
Sunday evening.
Specialmueicarill be by ate
church choir, directed by
Warne - Halley, minater at
music, with Richard Juries as
organist and AlleneNK night as
pianist. • •
a. m. adandy chSerchl 
best
I
be at ,S.:.45 D.
. Volunteer nurse*
-orrikentlay-rneerteng btlir
Warren 'Hawk" Boughton, anlY•
eastern representative for the
'kill-el-lean Mountain Men, as




the - National Campers and
Hikers Association, Four
Rivers' Boy Scout " Council,
Bear Creek -Girl- Scout
Council, and TVA.
• -TV A, in cooperation With the -
Jackson Purchase WheelMen
and , Kentucky's' Western
Waterland, will feature
the 6th annual spring bicycle
-understanding of thepotential- -- Res. wrrney'T topte atieta-be
for various pesticideS to "It's Impossible." Jim Boone
The First United Methodist
Church will have worship_areefeed matte:region. - ' •
reduce the availability of fish will be worship leader with
Amy Roos as candle lighter. -
ices at 8:4a and 10:50 a.m. • Ken Gasser of Ottoville, Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
eachSunday morning starting Ohio, a graduate student in • Dennis Lane and Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday, April 9, according to biological sciences,• will work John Will Scarborough.
action ta-ken by _ the with Johnson on the research The Mance' Choir, directed
Administrative Board of the pt.oject. -by Margaret Porter with Jane
church on Wednesday., In addition to utilization of Hutson as organist; will sins
"Our Changeless Christ!" the biological station, Johnson- the anthem Iii.Acklai_0---Matl------
-will be .the subject of the vita 'the-inaes spectrometer - of God:a-Mere will be-waft---:-
sermon by the Rev. Robert E. and gas chromatographan the Apperson and Del- Fleming
r-sielea 2S j2t° rni nicter 'at—vhemistrriaboreteries` on the Itenry•foutton, Jolurrord-Hittl, --
both worship services. campus will also be used in the Coleman McK eel, Dan .
At the 10:50 service the
. McKeel, and RoberrPuttoff :., - Chancel Choir, directed by Johnson joined the faculty will be deacons.
research. - '
races, Saturday, Apru la,
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of, Christ will have
replar worship service! at
8:30 'lige, 10:40 a.m., and six
-p.m. on Sunday, April 9, with
:the minister, Bro. John Dale
to speak on "An Eyangelistic
Church" with scriptere from
Luke, 24„46, 41 at the Morning
_tervices and -_on - "Zeal and
. knowledge" with scripture
from Roinans 10:14 at the
evening hour..
Assisting in the seri/aces will
be Jack. Rose, Owen Moseley,
Roger Garner, Gary Rowland,
Keith Higgins, Ed Thomas,
Mark Phug, Bobby Johnson,
Gary Lamb, Noah Wheatley,
Tim Stephens, Ken Hopkins,
and Greg Garland.
Don A. Moseley, Gene
Jones, Frank Hargis, and
Huie Sinter will preside and •
serve the Lord's Supper.
Leslie Wilferd will be the teen
nursery helper. Serving on the
Extension Department will be
Keith Higgins, Charles Haley,





The Rev. Buzz Bahrain':
miniajer of the First--
Presbyterian Church„ Maid_
ecl 16th Streets, Murray. will
speak on the .subject. "John,
the Beloved -.Apostle" with - .
scripture from John 18:12-1S; _
19:76-27; 20:1-8; and 21:1-7, at ,
the 10:45 a.m. services on
Sunday. April 9, at the church.
"In Him Is Life" with
scripture from John 1: 1-4 will
be the anti.? to be sung by a 
•
the Chancel Choir, directed by
Kathy Mowery with Lisa
Slater as organist. -
Sunday School will be at 9:30.
' oittable durlaa Service
rein, Ma_ nursery .4411 btof
ova*
and Mrs. m.eiThpleLrioary!..latighlespoGroupi,ytmilT
--Pd'efflaaeltrir-Drrrirdia.. --Iffrporopyr -Moore Carolseia-'---
siBerast.t;ruAtIeis.Ks inlit.ynnmersit....Taetrtryy, • 
p.m. 
t(emmvieetoneMloidnadyaythaet
- Denton, Miss Angie Hale, Kis -choir will r at 6:30
,Cheryl Johnston, and Mr saa p.m. tmd -theels=ialaatint '





p.m., children's choir at 5:30-- -Kentucky Lake, 7-8,111. 355.9,
include youth choir at 4:30 . LAKE DATAn -USCF
women. junior men, and
pin., and Junior and Seniorsenior men. • 
High's to go to McDonald's at gplew -dam 322.1, down. 1.7
down 01. -
Another special program,
Wilderness Weekend, will be 5:30 p.m. for supper and thert-a7
to the Capri Theatre to see -down 0.1. ' •-.
-Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 3a13.0,
held- in Lana Between The
Henry Winkler in -"One And • Below dam 325:5, deem' LILLakes, April 7-9, 1978, with




Country Award- Glass will -----
meet at 4:30 p.m.; the Junior._,
Choir -practice will be at five
p.m., God Squad will meet at
5:30 p.m., and the Senior High
Group will meet at six p.m.
Sunday School will- be at 9:30
a.m.
An electrical shock may make. you tingle all over.
Or it may kill you. You can avoid shock around your
home by following a few basic rules.
Don't allow appliance cords or extension cords to
become cracked or_frayed.
Don't touch appliances Or flip switches while you
are wet.or 'Standing in water.. . -
Pay attention to warnings' lik:6-tingles or minor
shocks. •
Get rid of defective appliances or have them re-
paired immediately.
And finally, leave appliance repair to a qualified ••
-.-iesrvicemart
•••
Viestly. bralliedric --
Cooperative Corporation
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